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at this time of year. Oats and peas,
sowed at the rate of one bushel of peas
to one and one half of oats are not only
very valuable as green foods but if you
bave some left over, make a very valuable bay, which comes the nearest to
taking the place of clover or anything
I consider the silo one of
we can raise.
tbe greatest conveniences, not only for
producing good, succulent feed for winter use, but an always ready and cheap
feed fur summer use.
I hear so many dairymen say that the;
"just won't feed any of those fancy
feeds." "I'll just feed what I can raise
on my farm."
I don't think such a person realizes that milk can not be made
without protein, and that very few, if
any are as able to raise a balanced ration
>>n their farms.
Virtually we raise
enough feed on our farms for our stock
but we find it very profitable to exchange some of tbe more fattening
grains for bran, oilmeal or gluten, and
lind it very profitable for milk production. Where one feeds corn fodder and
timothy bay the animals get into a
constipated condition, which ie not
healthful nor can best results be obtained in tbe milk pail. Clover bay or
alfalfa, with some wheat bran, a little
oil meal or gluten or malt sprouts, with
good corn silage, will double the productiveness of your cows. One of the
most expensive coarse feeds we have today is timothy hay, and yet that is what
mont people raise and try to feed.
I often hear it said that the way we
feed an animal it can't stand it more
than four or five years, as tbe heavy
feeding will burn its stomach out, but I
will make this assertion, that a cow fed
up to her capacity on a well balanced
ration will live far longer than one that
has been poorly cared for. We have
one cow in the herd, that except her
first milking year and the last, never
produced less than 500 pounds of butter
a year, and in the fifteen years that she
was milking has produced 7,200 pounds
of butter, which figuring at 25 cents per
pound amounts to $1,800. This cow
always bad all ehe could eat u$ clean
everyday. It cost about $40 a year to
keep this cow, which for the fifteen
years she was at work amounted to
StXX), and yet she left us a net profit of
$1,200, or about $80 a year. This was
for butter alone, saying nothing about
the skim milk for the cr.lves, so I firmly
believe it pays to get the right kind of
cows and feed them right.—F. Π. Scribner in Journal of Agriculture.

A chick out of the shell is a curiously
MAINE.
>l"TH PARIS,
little creature, instinctively
independent
warranted.
V my be<tt work
picking up stray bits at the very start
and gaining independence day by day.
il. P. JONES,
Let some unforeseen accident occur,
however, and in nine cases out of ten
Dentist,
the clancee are against that chick's
amounting to anything. Many healthy
MAINE.
NORWAY,
chicks have been lost in the brooder
to 4.
Orti···· Hours—9 to 12—1
through careless handling. The lid is
raised perhaps for feeding purposes,
and unless care is used they may at cer>11X11.
1' Κ
tain ages jump, when down goes the lid
Attorney at Law,
and crushes out some little lives or
MAINE.
NORWAY,
possibly only cripples them. In the
Collections a Specialty. latier case we have a demonstration of
k.
.· B!«
(I
the futile struggle of the weak among
the strong. They are knocked this way
Κ A PARK.
and that way until in pity we take them
from their tormenters and give them a
Attorneys at Law,
place alone. We try to help them, but
MAINS.
KKTIIKL,
no matter how many choice bits of
Kllery C. Park.
A Mliton κ Herrtck.
Krain we put before them they do not
respond to our attentions, and we have
RIGHT A WHEELER,
either to let them die naturally or put
them more quickly out of their apparent
distress.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
It is the same with a fowl that is
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
diseased, whether it be young or old.
Alton C. Wheeler.
t: :--S. Wrljfht.
There are remedies for various diseases
that afflict poultry, but a sick hen or
cock is about as hopeless an invalid as
&
J. H.
there can be. Then, too, you can fuss
CI>IL KNOINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
over a cow, a horse or a dog without
'· High Street, South Parle, Malue.
feeling the insignificance of the labor,
Telephone 111-12.
but when it comes to a hen you just
don't want to waste your time, and so
order.
to
Plans
made
and
Map»
go let it alone, and if it lives well and
ι.Γ th<- tlinberluda ao<l pocket maps of I
Μ.
good, and if it dies it's no great matter.
ea>b MUN for sale.
In itself it is not, and far be it from me
t'utiiMicrs of the Atlas of Maine.)
to advise fussing over a sick hen. Let
it die in peace, but let it be a reminder
that it is well to learn how to avoid such
mishaps in future.
A visitor was once going over the
Me.
Main
of a prominent poultryman in comfarm
St., Norway,
14
pany with the owner, when they chanced to come upon a dead fowl. It was
quite evident from the poultryraan's
the discovery gave him
manner that
It seemed to the visitor
some concern.
a most trilling circumstance to find one
thousands of live
when
dead chicken
Thinks Hay Better Than Silage.
It was just
ones were running around.
that—the owner was concerned not over
[The experience of Mr. Wilson, given
Lead the loss of one dead fowl but over the herewith, differs from that given by the
A'l Kinds of
fact it
significance it had when considering his rank and tile of dairymen. In
and Iron.
differs from the advice given week after
great dock.
To guard against disease spreading week by The New England Homestead;
Ttltphoiit 1:14-11.
he must have good reasons for
among the (lock it is well to remove the however,
sick in the very first stages of a disease. his decision and our readers will be inin
his view of the matter.—
J. WALDO NASH,
It requires only a hasty survey to dis- terested
tinguish an ailing fowl from one in Editor.]
I do not have a silo and do not think
prime condition. The slightest indisfarmer
position will give it a distaste for food they are adapted to the general
and it will stand around with no in- of Maine. Some years ago I had the
I made plans to build a silo
terest in the activity of its feeding silo fever.
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
If this discovery is made when and raise corn, but before doing so went
mates.
NORWAY.
[ the disease is in its incipient stage, then to see an old farmer friend who had
Telephone Connection.
a silo two years, to ask his advice.
auy of the remedies suitable for what- used
a silo, saying
HOLLISTER'S
ever disease it is known to have may be He advised me not to build
and too much
applied, and with some hope of a cure, it takes too much manure
Tea
but if the disease has become rooted it labor to raise silage. You had better
A Easy Medicine for Βαβ7 People.
is probably beyond help.
improve your farm by raising hay. I
Renewed
and
Health
Vigor.
Brians QoUea
It will be seen then, that careful thought his advice good.
A .·><><■
f..r Constipation In litrestioo. Ι.Ιτλ
of chicks is necessary and that
Hay can be raised much cheaper than
«ίι| Ki<ln*v Trouble*. Pimpli-s. Ec/ema. Impure handling
is the
P.. 1 !>r-»·h SI i„*fish Βο«ν··!>. H-'ailach* we must watch out for the older ones. silage, and if cut at tbe right time
I
It's R· ·<-ky Mountain Te» in tu:
Ba"';:t ·:·
If there is any secret of success in poul- best food a cow can have supplemented
(i^nuiux made by
oet.·* a b··*.
form.
ration. I knew a
try raising it is embraced in these with a good grain
H 1.· istlr Dni'o Company, Madiaon. Wis.
Care and Foresight.—Mrs. Hud- farmer a few years ago who had 20
words,
fALLOW
PEOPLE
FOR
NUGGETS
GOLDEN
He
cows and three horses on 12 acres.
son in Tribune Farmer.
cut pleuty of hay for them and retailed
one hired man
Waste Products Made into Profit. milk in the city. Only
He claimed his method was
was kept.
Ou many of our farms the receipts
to
the cheapest way
produce milk. I
from poultry products are clear gain,
think tbe general farmer would better
who
of
farmers
are
but there
pleuty
Portland Division.
raise bay and expeud tbe money be puts
can we.l afford to make poultry raising
into the silo, machinery and labor in a
or side issue,
incident
mere
a
than
more
or
steamships "Governor Dingley"
good protein food. He certainly will
And
Wisconsin
writes
Agriculturist.
iu
Frank!
Wharf,
"(K.vernor Cobb" leave
work as hard and if at any time he
to not
1' rtland, week days at 7 p. m., Sundays more and more farmers are coming
bas a surplus of bay, there is always a
realize this to their protit. A butcher
:»t
p. m. for Boston.
good market for it.—A. D. Wilson, York
who deals largely in poultry and eggs
County, Me., in New England Homesales
the
that
this
Rotxirnlnt
til
told
year
recently
stead.
for
the
demand
and
of poultry
poultry
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
were greater than auy other year in
for Portland.
Maine Pastures.
which he bad been in business, and be
Wθ bave more than once referred to
Through tickets on sale at principal had been in the same business for twen- the
lack of suitable pastures on
railroad stations.
ty-five years. They simply could not our great
Maine farms, and called attention
the demand for poultry this year.
supply
to tbe alarming condition of even our
Freight rates as low as other lines.
Furthermore, during our conversation,
best pastures. In Europe tbe farmers
All cargo, except Live Stock, ie in- he said that it was surprising to him
as much attention to their pastures
sure! against tire and marine risk.
that farmers sold their laying hens. pay
as they do to tbeir mowing fields, while
Out of over 100 hens that he had killed
C. C. BROWN, General Agent,
with us tbe pasture is the last thing
for consumption that day he said nearly
Boston, Mass.
of. We were pleased the other
all had eggs in them and were ready to thought
farm that was improvcents per dozen and day to note one
lay. Eggs were
or rather constructing a new pastthe laying ben was killed. Farmers ing,
an
worn
out mowing field.
old
from
ure
must !earn which bens are laying and
The dairy farm of Patterson Brothers in
which are not. He must not send to
Winslow carries a large herd of cows
market the hens that will reap a profit
and the necessity of good pastures is
in eggs during January and February,
before them. Last fall they took
when fresh eggs are in demand. Close ever
ao old mowing field and top dressed it
attention to the fowls and a little obwith old rotted barn manure. They
servation will enable one to pick bis
dressed it very heavily late in the fall
sold.
be
to
not
ought
layers. They
and then brushed it with a heavy brush
The droues are fat and lazy, and will
harrow. The land is soft and springy
show up in the market better anyway.
and as a result as soon as the snow was
The farmer doesn't usually dispose of
off tbe ground this spring the grass be
his best work-horses unless he is comgan to appear, and when it was time to
pelled to. Why should he dispose of
turn cattle on to it it looked like a newly
his working hens? A little education in
seeded piece, and now it is the best
this line will mean money in his pocket.
pasture we bave seen this season, and
—Maine Farmer.
Mr. Patterson says tbe grass is growing
faster than the cows can possibly eat it.
for Good Udders.
Breeding
He saved the bother of breaking up the
South Paris, Maine.
number of sod and reseeding it, and to all appearA writer in a recent
Hoard's Dairyman says:
ances got all tbe possible good results
"I care not what breed of cows a man from such a procedure. It would look
to
as though here was an experiment worth
keeps, be should make an effort
FOR
eliminate from his herd all those which trying.—Turf, Farm and Home.
udders,
show defective or ill balanced
aud short teats. Some breeds show up
Quick Work in Haymaking.
better than others along this particular
All
indicpractical farmers know that it is
not
are
udders
line. Defective
to put up two stacks
ative of the highest effectiveness and almost impossible
with
is quickly .absorbed.
toward their of timothy hay which will feed out
be
should
effort
the
Gi>e« Reliet at One·.
the same results. There is just one
elimination.
I', cleanses, soothes,
time for cutting timothy hay;
Even in heifers with the tlrst calf best
tails and protects
our enin regard to the hence the nearer we can put up
is
difference
a
there
the diseased mem·
and length tire crop to this stage so much better
lr:iue resulting from Catarrh and drives size and shape of the udder
of our hay. Timothy
Some of these possessed of will be the quality
a··· iv al'i.M iu the Head
quickly. Restores of teats.
cut when the head is in full blossom
l·.
S- usiHof Ta'te and SiuelL Full >ue small milking appendages may develop makes tbe best
quality of bay and prowith
5" i'ts. at Druv,'gii>ts or by mail. Liquid while others never will. A heifer
duces tbe greatest amount. At this
extremely short teats is not apt to make
Cr· λ::. Balm for use in atomiz··» 75 cts.
full
stage the leaves have attained their
L !lr >th< rs, ">('> Warren Street, New York. anything but a short teated cow.
have not advanced far
in the same bunch of two-year-olds size, andto they
weaken and fall readily from
with tiret calf, I have seen such a mark- enough
stalk. Also at this stage the nutried contrast in this respect that it led to the
matter which has been elaborated
further observation as they grew older tive
l-:i story dwelling-house, pleasantly
in tbe plant to form seeds remains pretand it was invariably the case that the
located in the village of West Paris. bent milkers were the ones with good ty evenly distributed throughout the
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
stalks and leaves. So at this particular
sized udders and teats from the tirst.
•bed ami stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
stage of growth no one part of the plant
others,
like
a
is
many
This
matter,
of
with apple and pear trees.
The builda has been developed to the detriment
is
It
controlled
breeding.
by
largely
other part. While it may not be
iu^'s are situated high from the street, fact to be
any
that
some
highly
regretted
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
to mow any considerable size
bred animals have this defect and it practicable
c immanding a line view.
A spring of
And field at just this stage, it would be unseems to me a serious one at that.
These buildwise to wait until the (lower has fallen
pure water on premises.
while it is undoubtedly true that some
ings are well and prettily furnished and deep milkers do not possess udders before we start the machine. Many
the owner would be glad to sell the
later cutting, claimiag tbey get
marked particularly for their use, at the prefer
furniture and
furnishings with the same time it is rare to find on* of tbia more hay, also that the crop is more
will
house. This is a great bargain and
secured and that it will keep betwhich is not a creditable performer. easily
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or type
ini'k a cow ter.—L. C. Browu in Tribune Farmer.
to
down
who
sat
man
address, W. J. Wheeler, Sooth Paris, Auy
with small teats will appreciate the
Blaine.
Your grandfather used to grow over
force of this argument."
three tons of hay to the acre on your
farm. He churned and fed back skimPreserving Eggs.
milk and buttermilk. Tour father grew
Warranted.
Massachusetts, writes: less than two tous of hay to the acre.
Μ
L. J.
There are two ways in which eggs can He sold milk away from the farm. Tou
be preserved for later use. First, there are growing less than one ton of bay to
is the water glass method, where the the acre. You are doing as your father
wooden did, that is to say, you are selling your
eggs are placed in a stone jar or
water milk away, and you are netting ac low a
If you want the beet tub and covered with one part
This price for it that you cannot buy fertilwater.
of passes, consult me. glass to ten parte pure rain
at most izers to keep up the fertility of your
v—
Come here. Why? Re- water glass can be obtaiued'
Over three tons, less than two
<**u»e my auceesstal experience and special drug stores at 10 to 30 cent· per pound. soil.
That is a
can be tuns, and lees than one ton.
kn.iwleitjce In the Optical business enable» me A few quarts of this solution
and eggs put in cheerless record. What will your son
•osdjuittiulckly to tlte most delicate vlslou » placed in the vesselmethod
ili to use do when he succeeds you as owner of
Properly tilted lens. Consultations or examina- daily. The second
fresh the place? Will be be able to produce
tion* free.
lime and salt. Slake one pound
and milk at all on what was, fifty years ago,
lime with four quarts boiling water
of the show
add 1-2 pound table salt. After settling, a "model dairy farm," one
milk county?—New
draw off the clear liquid and pour over places of your great
will York Farmer.
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 1S-4.
the eggs. Either of theses methods
twelve months. Be
preserve eggs six to
The successful farmers, those who are
are used.—New
sure strictly fresh eggs
the backbone of their calling, are not
We Do all Kinds of....
England Homestead.
above searching for information in books
and agricultural papers, or profiting
Many good qualities in farm livestock
JOB PRINTING.
from the experience of other farmers.
breeding.
Intelligent
be
secured
by
may
don't know it
».
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Supplementary feeds should be grown
provide a green forage crop, coming
in rotation after pastures begin to fail
to
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THIS

document is Intended te
strike somewhere between a
temperance lecture and the
"Bartenders' Guide." Relative
to the latter, drink shall swell the
theme and b· set forth in abundance.
Agreeably to the former, not an elbow
shull be crooked.
Bob Babbitt was "off the stuff,"
which means, as you will discover by
referring to the unabridged dictionary
of Bohemia, tjiat he bad "cut out the
booze;" that he was "on the water
wagon." The reason for Bob's sudden
attitude of hostility toward the "demon
rum," as the white ribboners miscall
whisky (see the "Bartender's Guide"),
should be of Interest to reformers and

saloon keepers.
There is always hope for a man who
when sober will not concede or acknowledge that he was ever drunk.
But when a man will say. In the apt
words of the phrase distiller, "1 had a
beautiful skate on last night," you will
have to put stuff in his coffee as well
as pray for him.
One evening on his way home Babbitt dropped In at the Broadway bar
that he liked best Always there were
three or four fellows there from the
downtown offices whom he knew. And
then there would be highballs and stories. and he would hurry home to dinner a little late, but feeling good and a
little sorry for the poor Standard Oil
company. On this evening as he entered he beard some one say. "Babbitt
was In last night aa full as a boiled
owl."

Babbitt walked to the bar and saw in
the mirror that his face was as white
For the first time he had
as chalk.
looked Truth In the eyes. Others had
lied to him; he had dissembled with
himself. He was a druukurd and had
had fondly
imagined was a pleasant exhilaration
His
had been maudliu intoxication.
fancied wit had been drivel, his gay
humors nothing but the noisy vagaries
not kuown It

What he

of α sot. But never ugaln!
"A glass of seltzer," he said to the

bartender.
A little silence fell upon the group of
his cronies, who had been expecting
him to join them.
"Going off the stuff, Bob?" one of
them asked politely and with more
formality than the highballs ever called forth.
"Yes." said Babbitt.
Some one of the croup took up the
unwashed thread of a story he had
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counts.—New

England They

England

Farmer.

all, already!—New

The ιcalls of the seine huny
ished.

room

van

footstool Jo. sk· laughed so heartily uud long that he· had to
throw all the couch pillows at her to
make her hush.
In such wise life was s|>eedlng for
them on the day when Bob Habbltt
first felt the power that the gjftle gi'ed

headlong

over a

him.
But let us get back to our »«nnb and

mint

sauce.

When Bob got Lome that evenlug be
found Jessie in η long apron cutting
Usually
up a lobster for the newburg
when Bob came in mellow from his
hour at the bar his welcome w:is hllarlous, though somewhat tinctured with

Scotch smoke.

By screams and snatches of sou?
and certain audible testimonials to do
niestlc felicity was his advent proclaimed. When she heard his foot 011
the stairs the old maid in the hall
room always stuffed cotton into her
At first Jessie had shrunk from
ears.

the rudeness and flavor of these spir
ltual greetings, but as the fo^ of the
false Bohemia gradually eucompassuJ
her she cauie to accept them as love's
true and proper greeting.
Bob came in without a word, smiled,
kissed her neatly, but noiselessly, look
In the hall
up a paper and sat down
room the old maid held her two plugs
of cotton poised, filled with anxiety.
Jessie dropped lobster and knife and

elleuce.

She cast looks of darkest sus
lie had never acted

picion at Bob.

been telling, the bartender shoved over
dime aud a nickel change fruui the
ijiiarier. untarnished with his custom>ry siniie. and Babbitt walked out.
Now. Babbitt had a borne aud a wife,
but that is another story. Aud I will
leil you that story, which will show
you a tu t ter habit and a worse story
than you could liud lu the man who

a

iuveuti'd the phrase.
it L. ,a:i away up lu Sullivan couuty.
where so many rivers and so much
Ilow would
trouble begins-or beyin.
you say that? It was July, and Jessie
was a summer hoarder at the Mountain S-iuiut hotel, and Bob, who was
just out of college, saw her oue day.
ami they were married in September
That's the tabloid uovel—one swallow

of water aud it's gone.
But those July days!
Let the exclamation point expound it,
For particulars you
for 1 shall not.
might read up on "Homeo and Juliet"
aud Abraham Lincolu's thrilling sonnet
about "You can fool some of the peo
pie," etc., and Darwin's works.
But one thing I must tell you about
Botb of them were mad over Omar's
"Ilubalyat." They knew every verse of

the old bluffer by heart—not consecutively. but picking 'em out here aud
there as you fork the mushrooms iu a
tifty cent steak a la bordelaise. Sul
livau county is full of rocks and trees,
and Jessie used to sit on them, andplease be good; used to sit on the rocks
—aud Bob had a way of standing behind
her with his hands over her shoulders
holding her hands and his face close
to hers, and they would repeat over
aud over their favorite verses of the
They saw only the
old teutmaker.
poetry aud philosophy of the lines then
—indeed, they agreed that the wine
was only an image and that what was
meant to be celebrated was some divin
ity or maybe love or life. However,

that way before.
When dinner was ou the table she
set out the l>ottle of Scotch aud the
glasses. Hob declined.
"Toll you the truth. Jess," he said.
Help your"I've cut out the drink.
self, of course. If you don't mlud I'll

some of the seltzer straight."
"You've slopped drinking?" she said,
looking at him steadily and unsmiling
ly. "What for?"
"It wasn't doing me any good." said
Bob. "Don't you approve of the idea?"
Jessie raised her eyebrow» and one

try

shoulder slightly.
"Entirely." she said, with a sculp
"1 could not cousvleutured smile.
tlously advise any one to drink or

smoke or whistle on Sunday."
The meal was finished almost In silence. Bob tried to make talk, but his
efforts lacked the stimulus of previous
evenings. He felt miserable, and orne
or twice his eye wandered toward the
but each time the scathiun
words of his bibulous friend souuded
in his ear und his-mouth set with de

bottle,

termination.

The
Jessie felt the change deeply.
of their lives seemed to have
departed suddenly. The restless fever,
the false gayety. the unuatural excite·
ment of the shoddy Bohemia In wliicu
had lived had dropped away in
essence

they

the space of the
She stole curious
at the dejected
guilty look of at

or a

popping of a cork
and forlorn glances
Bob. who bore the
least a wife boatei

family tyrant.

After dinner the colored maid who
came in dally to perform such chores
cleared away the things. Jessie, with
unreadable countenance, brought
an
back the bottle of Scotch and the
glasses and a bowl of cracked Ice and
set them on the table.
"May I ask." she said, with some ot
the Ice In her tones, "whether 1 am tc
be Included in your sudden spasm ol
goodness? If not, I'll make one for
myself. It's rather chilly this evening
for some reason."

Bob

"Oh, come now, Jess," eald
good naturedly, "don't be too rough on
me.
Help yourself by all means.
at that time uelther of them had tasted There's no danger of your overdoing
the stuff that goes with a sixty cent It. But I thought there was with me.
Have yours,
table d'hote.
and that's why I quit
Where was IT Oh, they married and and then let's get out the banjo and
Bob ehowed hii
came to New York.
try over that new quickstep."
"I've heard." eald Jessie In the tones
college diploma aud accepted a posi
oftion filling inkstauds in a lawyer's
of the oracle "that rtrlnkln* alone I
fice at $15 a week. At the eud of two a pernicious bablt. No; I don't think
years he had worked up to $50 and got I feel like playing this evening. If we
his first taste of Bohemia, the kind are going to reform we may as well
that won't stand the borax and formal abandon the evil bablt of banjo playdehyde testa.
ing too."
She took up a book and sat In bei
They had two furnished rooms and a
little kitchen. To Jess, accustomed to
the mild but beat/tiful savor of a country town, the dreggy Bohemia was
sugar and spice. She bung fish seines
on the walls of her rooms and bought s
rakish looking sideboard and learned
to play the banjo. Twice or thrice a
week they dined at French or Italian
tables d'hote in a cloud of smoke and
brag and unshorn hair. Jess learned to
drink a cocktail In order to get the
cherry. At home she smoked a cigarette after dinner. She learned to pronounce Chianti and leave her olive
stones for the waiter to pick up. Once
she essayed to say la. la. la! In a crowd,
but got only as far as the second one.
They met one or two couples while

out and became friendly with
them. The sideboard was stocked with

dining

lights id traveling and Id (studying rorelgn tongues. During her residence in

stiff drink of Scotch into a

glass.

But in that moment a mountain
breeze bad somehow found its way In
and blown away the mist of the false
Bohemia.
Jessie leaped and with one fierce
eweep of her hand sent the bottle and
glasses crashing to the floor. The
saine motion of her arm carried it
around Bob's neck, where it met its
mate and fastened tight
"Oh, my God, Bobble, not that verse
—I see now. 1 wasn't always such a
fool, was I? The other one, boy; the
one that says, 'Remold it to the heart's
desire.' Suy that one—'to the heart's

Close Hange
Viebu of

TAFT
Irtl I

Manilu she studied Spanish very diliand also some of the Tagal dialects. As Mrs. Tuft has accompanied
her husl and on nioet of hie long journeys, she, like him, Is an exceptionally
She Is still a
traveler.

gently,

CT/>£ Caft
Family

experienced

been married
young woman, having
but twenty-one years, and Is the most
youthful looking lady In tho cabinet
Until the accession of Mrs.
circle.
Juuies It. Garfield she was, in fact, the

His "Pussonal Magnitude," His Unfailing Good
Nature, His Democratic Qualities, His Industry
and Devotion to Duty and His Remarkable
Record as Statesman-Traveler— Rev. Dr. Lyman
Abbott's Tribute—A Laugh For Earth's Sad Places

youngest

"

desire.'
"I know that one." said

Bob.

By ROBERTUS LOVE.

"It

goes:
"Ah. love, could you and I with him conspire
To grasp this sorry scheme of things en-

[Copyright, 1908, by Robertus Love.]

PERSONAL

pop
counts
for much in
tills world.
I'artic·
"Let me finish it." said Jessie.
tiiurly does It Iwar
"Would not wo «hatter it to bits and then
weight in politics
Remold it nearer to the heart'* desire!"
No unpopalur man
"It's shattered all right." said Bob.
ever was elected to
crunching some glass under his heel.
Still, then?
In some dungeon below the accurate
~îm> are degrees of populothe
ear of Mrs. Pickens,
landlady,
aft
larlty, and there art·
cated the smash.
who
men
possess
charlie taft.
"It's that wild Mr. Babbitt coming
quality of llka"And bleness far above the average of their
home soused again," she said.
he's got such a nice little wife too!"
fellows
William H. Taft Is one of
theee. "Personal magnetism''—he has
It in great abundance. An old darky
In the south was discussing Mr. Taft's
chances for the presidency. He was
for Taft because Taft is popular.
"What makes Mr. Taft so popular,
uncle?" asked a bystander.
"His pussoual magnitude," promptly
replied Uncle Itastus.
THE BONE.
It cannot be denied that there Is
much of personal magnitude about Mr.
Queer 8uperstition of the Native Taft, who weighs In the neighborhood
Blacks of Australia.
when he Is In
of 300

ularlty

\

rfrnf

When She-who
Hearkeu, brethren.
bas-a-right-to-ask interrogates you con·
eernlug a change she finds in your
mood answer her thus; Tell her thai
you In a sudden rage have murdered
your grandmother; tell her that you
have robbed orphans aud that remorse
has stricken you; tell her your fortune
is swept away; that you are bc^et b>
enemies, by bunions, by any kin«l ol
malevolent fate, but do uot. if peace
and happiness are worth as much as a
grain of mustard seed to you —do not
answer her "Nothing."
Jessie went back to the lobster In

'Λ yl'iKx of seltzer," he mid t« ti;c hnr
Under.

a

Y

"Nothing."

»

poured

tire
Would not we"—

him with frightened eyes.
"What's the matter, Bob? Are you
ill?"
"Not at all, dear."
"Then what's the mutter with you?"

Nuggets

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Scotch and rye and a liqueur. They
bad their new friends In to dinner,
and all were laughing at nothing by 1
a. m. Some plastering fell in the room
below them, for which Bob bad to pay
$4.50. Thus they footed it merrily on
the ragged frontiers of the country
that has no boundary lines or government
And soon Bob fell in with his cronies
and learned to keep his foot on the little rail six inches above the floor for
an hour or so every afternoon before
he went home. Drink always rubbed
him the right way. and he would reuch
his rooms as jolly as a sandboy. Jessie
would meet him at the door, and generally they would dance some insane
kind of a rlgadoon about the floor by
way of greeting. Once when Bob's
feet became confused and he tumbled

rau to

[astern Steamship Company.
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Oxford

The

to the itdlipplnes wnicb became
inous as the "matchmaking trip"
cause the president's daughter
other young Indies found their

ru-

lieand
life
romances en route the secretary of
He had
war was exceedingly busy.
much work to do in his office In the
A messenger notiwar department
fied him that It was but twenty minutes to train time.
"All right." cheerily responded Taft

spring

And then he walked to the table and

was to become a memHe has
ber of the supreme court.
turned aside from two opportunities to

great ambition

continuing at work.

Five minutes later the messenger announced the tllffht of time.
"Al! rltfht." snld Taft.
When there were but ten minutes to
■φ.'ire a second messenger rushed in
aud tried to hurry up the chief personage connected with the Journey.
"Train leaves In ten minutes. Mr.

Secretary."
"Very well." snld Mr. Secretary, still
working at his desk.

About eleven minutes later the lirst
messenger walked In and remarked:

POINTING

The native blacks of Australia are
steeped in superstition. A black fellow
will on no account go near the spot
where another black has been burled.
He has a deep rooted aversion to one

particular bird—the wagtail—because,
be says, "him all day talk, talk aloug

a

white feller, tellum all about black

feller," and no opportunity is lost of
killing these little birds.
Many tribes "bury" their dead by
sticking them up into the forks of

and there leaving them till the
flesh bas either dropped or been taken,
leaving the bones clean. These bones
are then taken down, the larger ones
burled and the smallest handed round
as keepsakes to those nearly related
Should one black felto the deceased.
low wish the death of a rival or enemy he points the bone at him. This
means that be takes one of his late relation's bones from his dilly bag and
points It, In the presence of witnesses,
at the man be wishes to get rkl of, till
the time pouring forth threats and

trees

curses.

Strange as it may seem, the one
pointed at will often languish and
eventually die, perhaps in η month,
perhaps in a year, for no sooner is the
bone pointed than he makes up hi*

mind to die, and there is no saving
him.—London Standard.

THE NORMAN

rAHMbn.

M· Carrie· Hi· Top Soil With Him
When He Move».
The modem farvier was applying
electrical mussHgi; to a cart horse's
sprained knee. Curing t'v Intervals
of rest he talked firm talk.
"There are tiuiaets," he said, "who,
when they move, earn- their farms
with them as the tortoise does his
house. These people are the Norman
French, the world's Lest farmers.
Where you or f would require twenty
or thirty acres of laud to keep one family. the French farmer will keep his
If he
on a quarter of an acre.

family

to cultivate twenty or thirty
be would become a millionaire.
His secret lies in the perfection to
which he brings his top soil. What
with fertilizing and watering and clearing. his top soil Is the blackest, finest,
richest soil on earth. Ills top soil Is

chose

acres

to the French farmer what her voice
And when he
Is to a prima donna.
rents he contracts that on the termination of bis lease he may carry off
eighteen inches of the top soil with
him.
"When you see a French farmer moving one small cart carries his household goods, and in seven or eight enormous drays his top soil lumbers on be-

hind."—New York Press.

Tennyson'· Cure For 8hyness.
It Is recorded In "Tennyson's Life"
that he used to recommend to a younger brother the thought of the stellar
spaces, swarming with constellations
and traversed by planets at Ineffable
distances, ai a cure for shyness, and a
lady of my acquaintance used to en
deavor as a girl to stay her falling
heart on the thought of eternity at such
moments. It is all In vain. At the urgent moment one cares very littic
about the stellar motions or the dim
vistas of futurity and very much Indeed about the cut of one's coat and
the glances of oue's enemies, and the
doctrines of the church and the prospects of ultimate salvation are things
very light in the scales in comparison
with the pressing necessities of the
crisis and the desperate need to appear
wholly unconcerned!—Arthur C. Benson

In Putnam's and Reader.

A Terrific Tumble.
Most marvelous of all the stories of
great falls Is the account of Charles
Woolcot's terrific tumble from a height
It was in
of no less than 3,000 feet

Venezuela, and he was making a parachute descent. The paracbufe refused
to open till within 100 or 200 feet from
the ground. Then It spread out sud
denly and split The unfortunate man
crushed both ankles and both knees,
broke bis right thigh and hip, dislocated his spinal column and suffered other
Injuries. Vet after a year in u hospital
he recovered sufficiently to write an
account of what was probably the most
fearful accldcnt mortal man ever survived.

Spilled Mercury.

Mercury spilled

on a

tuble

or

floor Is

big

pounds

MISS ΠΕΙ.ΕΝ TAFT.

lighting

reach that exalted position owing to
his devotion to the duty Immediately
He declined to quit the
before him.
Philippines until he had completed the
work for which he wan scut to the

He Is a big man, and he was a
boy. Somehow men of extra avoir-

trim.

dupois usually enjoy a greater degree
of popularity than do their brethren

of the shrunk shank and the lean and
hungry look. Most large men are good
When bigness runs
uatured and Jolly.
to frame, to head and to heart the comThat is the
bination Is irresistible.
Taft sort of bigness, for the secretary
of war combines with his big frame a
large and active Intellect and a heart of
human kindliness that beats for all.
The Itev. L>r. Lyman .ibbott says:
"It Is this Intensely human quality In

islands.
In religious matters the Tafts are divided, but not at nil In harmoniously.
The secretary Is a member of the
Mrs. Taft U an
Unitarian church.
Miss Helen has
ardent Episcopalian
been confirmed in her mother's church,
while young Robert Taft Is a parishioner of All Souls' Unitarian church in
Washington along with his father.
Little Charlie's religion at present lias
to do chiefly with forts, arsenals and
fruns, but that may be due to the fact
that his father is secretary of war.
Mrs. Taft and her daughter attend St.
John's Protestant Episcopal church In

Mr. Taft that gives him his popular
sobriquet of Bill Taft. He likes men,
and he likes all sorts of men except
those that are dishonest or disloyal.
He was the moRt popular governor the
Filipinos have ever had. This was not
wholly because he was absolutely Just,
was loyal to their Interests, urged the
earliest possible substitution of civil
law for military law and offered an luvincible opposition to all schemes of
exploiting the Islands for the benefit of
unscrupulous American pioneers. He
was the personal friend of the Filipinos; he believed in them, defended
them, befriended them, trusted them
and—danced with them. This last fact,
I am inclined to think, went a3 far a»

Washington.
Secretary Taft l« a hard and sv*
tenia tic worker. He Is accredited with
doing an enormous quantity «»f work
every day In the war department.
When he Is absent from Washington
lie usually carries great packets of
public documents along upon which to
When In Washington
work en route.
lie frequently takes public papers home
bo that lie can work in the privacy of
his study.
Mr. Taft has been considered always
by Uls friends as a remarkably lucky
He has not known the bitterman.
ness of defeat In any of Ids endeavors
As a matter of
toward distinction.
OOLFEK TAPT ON THE PUTTING OHKEJi.
[ fact, with the single exception of his
to the Ohio Judgeship, all his
"Your train has just pulled out of the election
preferments have come to him by ap·
station, Xlr. Secretary."
It Is a remarkable fact
"Pine!" crleJ Taft, with the Taft polntment.
that when he was but thlrty-twô years
of
kuew
course,
He
well,
very
laugh.
of age his name was considered serithat bis train would wait for him. and
to the supreme
worried.
he was not
Twenty minutes ously for appointment
bench of the Uulttd Stuies, and it was
later he bundled up the department pa- ί
the presiroute, only bis youth that caused
I pers on which he could work enwent
au
to dent to reconsider and dually name
stepped Into his carriage and
older man.
the railroad station.
"A train can wait," he remarked to
his private secretary, "but the United
States war department business can't."
Though Mr. Taft Is a very busy man,
Is No Twilight, No Interval Behe tlnds time to keep well acquainted There
tween Daylight and Dark.
with his family. Ile le a tine family
The days and nights at Guayaquil
man, with a tine family. Mrs. Taft, the
Krst lady In the land In the event of are of equal length. The sun knocks
off piomplly at l> o'clock In the evenher husband's election to the preslin the morning
ΒΟΒΚΒΤ ΤΑΡΤ.
deucy. Is a daughter of John W. ÎTer- ing ami gets up at <>
the whole year
with
law
regularity
equal
was
President
who
Hayes'
comron,
any. perhaps as all the others
There is no twilight, no
The Hayes aud Herron fami- around.
bined, to uiake the Filipinos idolize partner.
gloaming. 110 interval whatever bewere on terms of close Intimacy.
him, as they certainly do, for Judge lies
tween daylight and dark—only a brilToft is In the best sense of the term u During the Hayes presidency young
liant Illumination, the suddeu disapnow Mrs. Taft,
democrat He Is as free from race and Miss Helen Herron,
In the
pearance of a red hall iuto a blue
class prejudices of every description as spent tho Christmas holidays
White House, the president being "uu- ocean, a spread of flaiue color over all
any man I have ever known. Ile is as
a few minutes and
Ά rle" to her and Mrs. Hayes "Aunt, the western sky for
the
In
a
believer
motto,
thoroughly
"
This visit remains Mrs. Taft's a purple haae in the east.
Lucy."
a'
that'
fur
man
a
man's
Then the surface of the ocean, like
of girlhood
Those who know Mr. Taft either in- pleasantest recollection
has
she
the
heavens. Is lighted with millions of
In
life,"
times.
"Nothing
my
unhis
timately or casually testify to
"reaches the climax of human
etrauge and shifting stars, for the wafailing good nature, his spirit of com- said,
ter is ho Impregnated with phosphorbliss which I felt as a glrj of sixteen
radeship. He is a man who likes a
when I was entertained at the White us that each tiny wave Is tipped
one
crack
cau
occasion
and
upon
Joke
with light, and the foam that follows
himself. The Taft smile is famous be- House."
is handsome. Intellectual, in the wake of the vessel is often like
Taft
Mrs.
in
newspacause of lts reproduction
talented, witty and vivacious. She has u stream of lire. Sometimes you can
per and magazine pictures. The Taft
been a student of music all her life see porpoises swimming along the bo'v
laugh cannot be reproduced thus, but
ind for seven years was president of of the vessel livid with phosphorescent
a recent caller at the war department
light and followed by a streak of
eald after having heard the big cabinet the Cincinnati Symphony orchestra.
like a comet's tail
ofllcer laugh, "A great, deep voiced She believes In the higher education sparks
The Southern Cross, with the right
and It is her
and
women,
iu
fine—which
men
both
Taft
for
laugh,
laugh—the
children arm tipped out at proper angle, lies
ought to be put on a phonograph rec- proudest boast that all lier
Miss straight ahead In the midst of myriads
lier
on
d-iughter,
sad
those
are
studious.
places
ord and sent to all
of unknown worlds that look strange
Helen Herron Taft, now sixteen, has
this earth where folks never smile."
to those accustomed to the northern
But Mr. Taft can be stern when elected to take a full college course
constellations. Under the left arm Ls a
Rternness is required. He knows how and Is at Hryn Mawr. The eldest son,
and large black spot in the heavens, brightto enforce discipline in the army or Ilobert Alphonso Taft, Is nineteen
a single modest star,
When Taft was placed In Is a Junior at Vale. lie took two en- ened by only
out of it.
the uni- which the sailors call "the devil's dinhe
entered
when
as
work
canal
trance
Panama
the
of
prizes
■harge
the law as his ner bag." Over the stem of the vessel
secretary of war he received a delega- ! verslty. He has chosen
In the early evening you can plainly
tes of steam shovel engineers woo profession. The other child Is Charlie,
of West distinguish the familiar constellation
were threatening to strike for more α boy of ten, who now dreams
of the Great Hear, hut it goes to bed
! Polut.
pay. The simkesman said:
"I am old fashioned enough," says with the children.
"We'll strike right now If yon don't
Mrs. Taft, "to believe that woman Is
ngree to give us this raise."
what
"Γ)ο I understand you rightly, gen- the complement of man and that
HIS SERVICES.
attlemen?"' Inquired the secretary. "Do Is most feminine about her Is most
tractive to man and therefore of the What Became of All the Bill· He Invou moan to «ay that you want that
It does
raise before I have decided and that If greatest utility to the world.
troduced In Congress.
not seem to me that a college course
you dou't get It you'll strike?'
my fellow citizens," said the
"Yes,
domestic
for
obllgaunfit
"Yes; that's right," replied the other, makes a girl
political candidate, "if you have paid
with a swagger.
any attention to the work of congress
"Then, gentlemen," said the secre- Γ
will have noticed that during the
you
tary, "will you kindly step over to that
past session I Introduced twenty-two
table and write out your resigns
bills, each of which was intended to

SUNSET AT GUAYAQUIL

1

tlons?"

benefit this community. I stand before
you today with the proud consciousness of having served you faithfully
and to tho best of my ability. Those
twenty-two bills would, if they had
beeu passed, have made this one of the
most favored districts on God's green

The men didn't want to resign. They
The upshot was that
reconsidered.
they went back to work. Taft Investi
gated their claims and after due eon
slderatlon determined not to grant
them the Increase until such time as
all other classes of lal>or employed on
the canal could have a proporllonate
raise In pay.
Though Mr. Tuft's home has been In
Cincinnati all his life and he still votes
where he was bom. It l.«
in the

earth, and"—
"Oh," yelled

special
city
taken, owing to its probably a fact that no man ever con
little willow rocker on the other side tendency to divide Into small globules, sklered for the presidency of the United
of the table. Neither of them spoke which roll away at the slightest touch
States has been such a globe trotter.
for half an hour.
If a wet ring Is made around the spilled Mr. Taft has been nearly everywhere
And then Bob laid down his paper mercury by the aid of a wash bottle or He Is essentially a world citizen, hav
and got up with a strange, absent loob other limiter means, It will be found ing hobnobbed with kings and comir
os his face and went behind her chair that the globules of mercury cannot
mons, with princes and peasants,
and reached over her shoulders, tak- cross the ring. The mercury can tbeu various countries. It Is estimated by
ing her bands in bis, and laid his face be collected In a small shovel made a careful statistician that In his official
close to hers.
from a piece of thin card or even an capacity since his appointment as
MBS. WILLIAM Π. ΤΑΡΤ.
In a moment to Jessie the walls o( ordinary envelope.
chairman of the Philippine commis
the seine hung room vanished, and she
(Ions or maseullue in her tastes. All
slon Mr. Taft has traveled approxl
saw the Sullivan county hills and rills.
mately 130.000 miles, or half a dozen women are not called on to preside
Race of Life.
It seems a« "over α home or to rear children, but 1
Bob felt her hands quiver lu his as he
around the earth.
There wouldn't be so very much fan times
undertake a journey "hlnk that all broad minded women con·
began the verse from old Omar:
If there were not a hurdle or easy for him to
b
living
arouud the world as it Is for
•ede that this Is the loftiest type jOl
••Come. All the cup and In the Are ol two to
jump over In this race of life. halfway
The winter garment of repentance fling
The bird of time ha» but a little way
To fly-and. lo. the bird Is on the wing!"

The home life of the Tafte Is described as Ideal. Miss Helen, like her
mother, is bookish and intellectual.
Robert, like his father, le ambitious to
excel In the law. It is remembered
that up to a few years ago Judge Taft's

somewhat hard to collect unless

precautions

are

There always have been obstacles, and
there η I ways will be, and It Is of no
use to repine over them.—Manchester

UolflD.

the average person to make a hundred
mile trip. And Mr. Taft always works
hard tight up to the last minute. When
he was about to start on the Journey

S
isefulness."
Mrs. Ta ft says she never Irks had
time for fads or to cultivate eccentriciShe deties- she hus been too. busy.

a man In the gallery,
"we know you Introduced 'em, all right,
but what happened to 'em after that?"
"Gentlemen. I appeal to your sense
of honor. Do yon consider It fair that
I should tie interrupted In this manner? Is It right that I should"—
"There ain't no harm In answeriu'
the question. Is there?" asked another
of the statesman's hearers.
"Well, sir, I will tell you what became of those bills, my fellow citizens.
Every one of them was printed in the
Congressional Record, where, If you
will look over the flies, you may find
them today. But to revert to the seed
question, gentlemen, I do not hesitate
to promise that no man living in this,
the most splendid district in our grand
old state, shall appeal to me in vain if
you shall deem it best to send me back
to Washington, where I have served
you with such slgual ability."—Chicago

Record-Herald.
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William H. Taft,
of Ohio.
For Vice-President,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
of New York.
For Governor,

BERT M. FERNALD,
of Poland.
Fur State Auditor,

CHARLES P. MATCH,
of Augusta.

Representative

to

rtlE DOINQS OF TtlE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

the other

Mias Juli» F. Carter joined
member* of the family here Friday.
Mis· Lola Emmoni of Wett Pari·
paaeed the Fourth with her friend, Miu
Annie L. Parria.

Hon. Edward L. Parria of New York
at their anmmer home

joined hia family
here Saturday.

The week's arrival* at The Beechee:
Prof, and Mr*. H. C. O. Von Jagemann,
Cambridge, Mass.; Miaa H. Ethel Clark,
Rainbow Lake, X. T.; Miaa Bertha L.
Clark, Providence, R. I.; Miaa S. R.
Anderson, Savannah, Ga. ; Mr. and Mre.
F. F. Murphy, Waltham, Mass.; Miaa
Grace E. Barnes, Worcester, Maaa. ; Mr.
and Mrs. Ε. E. Walker, Bangor, Me.
The ladies interested in the Baptist
Circle wish to give notice that the annual midanmmer sale will be held
some time in
Auguat. All tboae who
have ao kindly and ao generously aided
us in the past are invited to help us
again this year.
Frederick T. Case, Esq., of New York,
is with hia family here for a vacation.
Miss Ferais Ν. Andrews ia visiting in
Freedom, Maine.
Miss Lillian Sinclair of Winthrop,
Mass., is a guest at Mrs. J. C. Cummings'.

For President,

For

THE OXFORD BEABS.

Congress,

JOHN P. SWASEY,
of Canton.
For Senator,
HENRY H. HASTINGS,

of Bethel.

\
Prof. Edwin A. Daniels and family
arrived from New York last Friday and
are occupying their summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Goldberg arrived
at their summer residence at Paris Hill
Edgartown,
Saturday, coming from
Mass., in their touring car.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thorne, Miss
Helen Thorne and Miss Elizabeth McΚ can of Mercer, Pa., are at Elmhurst.
The Thome family are former guests at
Paris Hill but have not been nere for
the past four seasons and their many
friends are much pleased to have them
with us again.
Charles L. Case of New York and bis
son, Charles C. Case, came here to spend
the Fourth with their families.
Albert E. Daviea of Concord, Ν. H.,
joined hia family at their summer home
here from Friday until Tuesday.
Paris Hill's celebration of Independ
ence Day was largely a repetition of the
excellent programme of one year ago,
when services of a patriotic nature were
held upon the common. In the forenoon the married and single men contested for base ball supremacy resulting
in a decided victory for the unmarried
side. In the afternoon the general exercises consisted of the reading of the

Declaration of Independence, addressee
Rev. G. W. F. Hill, Rear Admiral
by
of
For Judge
Probate,
W. Lyon, Rev. Alexander Mann,
of Bethel. Henry
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
D. I), and Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
interspersed with patriotic music by the
For Register of Probate,
all the
of Paris. Norway Cadet Band. Nearly
ALBERT D. PARK.
For County Treasurer,
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
For County Attorney,
of Rumford.
RALPH T. PARKER,
For

County Commissioner,

of Paris.

HENRY D. HAMMOND.

For Sheriff,

of Paris

HIRAM R. HUBBARD,
For

Kr|>r«acut*Uv«·

to

tb·

STANLEY BISBEE
C. HOWARD LANE,

Legislature,
of Kumford.

Ο KM AN L. STANLEY
AUSTIN A. NELSON
TEN BROECK W.

STETSON,

of Parle.

of Porter.
of Hebron.
of

Hartford.

Coming Event·.
July 15.—Democratic atote convention. Bangor.
NKW

ADVKKTI8KMKNTS.
of School Teacher».

It la the Duty
E<tlaon Phonographs.
July an<t August.
Haying Tools.
Jumper Suits.

Bargains.

You Can Kaelly Find the Farm.
The Hay CropParker's Hair Balsam
Parte Bakery.

residences were more or less decorated
with dags, the most notable and attractive decoration being that of Admiral Lyon at "Lyonaden," where naval
and foreign flags were used in the
decorations, including the flag of Argentine and a very large banner bearing the
letter "D" which waa used in the Dewey
celebration in New York, the Admiral's
flag hoisted when Admiral Lyon was
promoted, a commodore's flag conferred
upon Mrs. Lyon by Secretary Long and
Naval Academy.
a pennant of the U. S.
During the exercises the Admiral gave
account of how the
an interesting
Fourth of July is observed in the Navy.
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office
July 1st:
Mrs. M. A. Alexander.
Ml*» Mary Β Chapln.
Walter Intiell (-).
Mr. Sol PWman.

North Waterford.
Charles Marston and Lucius Jewett
caught S4 pickerel in Hutchinson Pond
une

day.

Mrs. G. E. Farmer is sick again. Mr*.
Etta Saunders is working there.
Jack Mathereon is stopping with bis
family at Fred Hazelton's.
Charles Marston is helping Fred

Uazeltou baying.

L. A. Flint bas sold his white coon.
The babe of Ouy Bancroft, Cbarlee
Eugene, died the 23d, and was laid at
rest on its mother's breast the 24th,
The Republican State Convention. She died the day before. It seems a
The outcome of the Republican state bard blow and they all bave our heartconvention at Bangor last Tuesday was felt sympathy.
it
L. II. Jewett is stopping at D. H.
very satisfactory, especially in that
left everybody in the best of humor. Lebroke's.
The graceful act of Mr. Haines in withNorway Lake.
drawing and making it unanimous contributed materially to this condition of
Elmer Buck, youngest child of W. EI.
things. There has been a well-fought Buck, strayed into the pasture with
contest in the party, and now that it is tbeir cows recently and be was fouad insettled, the best of Ilepublican harmony jured so badly about tbe throat and face
prevails, and the party is united and in that it required eleven stitches to close
the wound.
prime condition for the campaign.
One of the important results of the
Mrs. J. A. Roberts sprained one ankle
convention is the practical settling of quito badly recently.
the resubmission question. ResubmisMrs. John Wood had tbe misfortune
sion had figured in the campaign for the to run a machine needle through one
gubernatorial nomination. Because Mr. finger, and was beld about half an hour
Haines, though a temperance man aud a before help arrived to release her.
Rev. Mr. Stiles of Alton, Ν. IL, visited
supporter of prohibition, bad once expressed himself in favor of resubmission, at Benjamin Tucker's recently.
he failed to get much support which be
Miss S. P. New ball is at home from
might otherwise have had. Now the Boston for the summer.
Dr. C. A. Stephens is at home from
question of Republican resubmission is
settled for years to come. Two years Boston again.
Reago a respectable minority in the
Locke's Mills.
publican convention advocated with
considerable vigor a resubmission plank.
Mrs. Herbert Crooker is on the sick
The movement was defeated, but the list again.
Mr. W. W. Coolidge, our blacksmith,
plank which was used, though favoring
a continuance of prohibition, gave no is quite sick with the measles.
direct expression on the question of reMr. Samuel Stowell of Ohio is visiting
submission. This year not only is the bis brother, C. E. Stowell.
Mrs. John Murpby of South Paris and
policy of prohibition strongly supported
in the platform, but resubmission is Mrs. A. W. Bryant of Charleetown, Mass.,
opposed. Resubmission, whether a« a visited relatives in town last week.
measure to reaffirm the prohibitory law
Mrs. Lola Foster, Mrs. Azel Bryant
is dead as a Re- and Mr. Addison Bryant attended the
or on any other basis,
publican measure. It must now wear Pythian memorial services at Bryant's
solely the Democratic brand, and be un- Pond, Sunday, June 28.
derstood as the policy of those who conLovell.
demn the prohibitory policy and believe
in the substitution of a license law.
Mandall A. LeBaron has sold liis
Hon. Bert M. Fernald, the nominee interest in the steam mill and business at
for governor, is a man pretty well tbe
village to Josiah H. Fox.
known in this section of the state. He
Β. E. Brown and wife have returned
the
for
is a man whose qualifications
from a visit of a week to the Rangeleys.
office have been tested in other public
Mrs. C. K. Chapman has returned from
himself
has
who
and
proved
positions,
a visit at Fryeburg.
fitted. A business man, who will give
Judge Job Barnard and family have
the etate a business administration. It arrived from
Washington and will remain
now rests upon the Republicans of the
during the summer at their home at
state to see that he ha* a good "old the Center.
fashioned" Republican majority.
Quite a large share of the summer
residents w ho own homes here have arhere and There.
•
rived.
Ralph G. Charles and Carrie E. BubThis week the Democratic national bard are attending tbe commencement
is
and
there
convention meets at Denver,
exercises and centennial at Bridgton
little room for doubt that William J. Academy.
nomiwill
be
the
one,"
"peerless
Bryan,
nated to lead his party to defeat a third
North Paris.
time. That there is a respectable miMrs. Frank York of Sumner visited
want
not
who
do
his
of
party
nority
her sister, Mrs. M. S. Bubier, June 28.
him nominated is without question, but
Mrs. C. A. Churchill and Ada and
that he has enough delegates already
Lyndel have been visiting her sister,
pledged to secure the nomination ii Mrs.
Collins Libby, and family, of Minot.
likewise certain.
We understand that a Finn has bought
the Warren farm on the hill, of Mrs.
As if the crop-raisers of Maine did not Bradburv.
have enough visible, tangible enemies tc
Harold Andrews of Portland is visitcombat, one of the state's valuable crops, ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
the pine, is now in spots afflicted with America Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
the mysterious blight. It is impossible W. Andrews and family will come later.
to fight it, for no one is certain what it
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Littlebale have
ia, but it is prevalent enough so that been visiting his brother, A. D. LittleForest Commissioner Ring looks upon il hale, and family.
with apprehension.
Mr. Samuel Hazelton, who has been
very sick, is more comfortable at this
courts have just decided that
B. McClellan was elected mayoi
of New York city. He has been mayoi
for two years and a half.
The

George

Commander Peary is off for the north
pole again, and says tbat he thinks he

reach it this time. Here's hoping
he can, though what he or any one else
ia going to do with It is a question.
can

The world do move. ▲ cremation
furnace is to be added to the equipment
of the cemetery ia Springfield.
State Summer Schools.
▲t the close of each of the State Summer Schools, a special opportunity will
be given for taking the state examination. The courses offered in the schools
will afford an exceptional opportunity
for
preparation for this examination.
The schools at Gorham, Farmington
and Castine opened Monday, June 29.
The Presque Isle school opens Monday,
July 13, and the Fort Kent school, July
87. Teachers who expect to attend one
of these schools should make early
application to the principal of the

school.

Paybox Smith,

Stat· Supt. of Public Schools.

W«t Paris.
Sunday evening a Children'· Day conOn entering the Unlveraalist church
'ueeday morning; of last week the peo- cert waa given In the M. E. church,
>le were very ranch surprised to find
bat the church had been boken into
luring the night. In the rear of Good

Vill Hall, beneath the church auditorurn the window· are about level with the

[round outside. On one the screen was
tried off and the window raised to gain
mtrance. The floor in the different
oomi was littered with burned matches
>ut there waa no apeoial clue which the
>fficers could trace other than the foot>rinta In the dust outside the building.
i. hand lamp, which was on the floor of
be stage in the hall, probably had been
ised for the investigation of the build·
iron
ng, and beside this lay a heavy
lickle, which so far has not been identiied by its owner. Probably every door
η the interior of the church was open
ixcept two, and these the would-be>urglar Inveetigated with the probable
ixpectation of finding some valuables
Forth transportation, but as a matter of
act there is little in the buildiDg worth
;be attention of any crook, and the Sunin
lay School birthday bank which was
;he library closet was not discovered,
rhere is no safe in the church, and no
lilver or any of the funds of the society
The door to the
ire ever left there.
;oilet room, which is absolutely èmpty,
ΚΑ» locked, and to this the burglar pro:eeded to force entrance. He opened
:he door to the furnace room and prosured the coal shovel and a piece of
in length
îeavy iron pipe nearly two feet
ind it apparently was with these that he
>ent and twisted off the outside of the
netal door knob and chopped and cut
nto the casing at the side of the door
intil he had entirely cut out the catch
)f the lock. It was rather a neat job to
lave been done with such clumsy tools,
jut apparently the man had no outfit
with him to do the work of a professional. It is not known that anything of
ralue was taken from the church. It is
iot thought that the miscreant could
iiave been any one in this locality, be:ause any one familiar with the society
aere would not have expected to find
money or valuables at the church. The
ifternoon of Monday two fairly well
iressed hoboes were on Main Street
loliciting food, and one when coming
'rom a bouse opposite the church was
noticed to stand and look at the building
for several moments. Between 11 and
12 o'clock that night a woman living
near the church saw a man stealthily
walking by the back of their house, and
shortly after that another party heard a
sharp sound as of something striking
against a hard substance but supposed
it was some one going in the street. It
seems likely that the breaking was done

which was filled to liaten to the programme of recitations, solos and choMrs. Banghart, the pastor's
ruses.
wife, had the children well drilled and
the older members of the Sunday School
assisted in the chorus.

Monday evening an entertainment was
given in Garland chapel. The programme began with two oharming

tableaux, "The Fly-away" and "It Look·
Like Rain." Little Elinor Tibbetta and
Margaret Hansoom made perfeot pictThe Bachelor's Reverie waa read
ures.
by Mra. Eldredge and it waa acted in a

Miss Weed's personality
Dilemma."
is charming and her gracious manner
wins her many friends who are justly
proud of her succeaa. The appreciation
of the audience was shown by a voluntary offering of over forty dollars.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held an in
teresting meeting at the home of the
president, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
The pupils of Nellie L. Brickett gave
recital at the home of Mr. and
a piano
Mrs. J. U. Purington. The large parlors were filled with parents and invited
friends. The following programme was

given:

Engelmanu
Duett—Dialogue,
Mlldted Bosserman, Sylvia Swan.
In the Alpine Hut,
Lange
a— Ballad

b-'2d

of the

Valse,

Muriel Park.

Hoffmann
Godard

Weaver,
Susan

Song of the Robin,

King.

Evangeline

a—In Beauteous May,
l>— Australian Song,

Warren

At erton.

Llchner
Pacher

Sylvia Swan.
Fifth Nocturne.
Mildred Bosserman.
La Fleurette,
Carrie King.
a—Farewell to the Aim,
b-Tam O'Shanter,
Marjorle Phllbrook.

V

era

Holt.

Leybach

Valse,

Mildred Bosserman.

The progress of the pupils since the last
recital was very marked and showed
thorough instruction and the faithful
practice of the pupils. There is a large
class which will continue with Mrs.
Brickett. There were many expressions of commendation and congratulations extended to both pupils and
teacher.
Wednesday the people had the rare
privilege of listening to Miss Ellen
Stone, whoso captivity during a missionary journey in Turkey is still fresh in
the minds of thousands. Miss Stone's
pleasing personality and intense interest
in her subject makes her a most in-

teresting speaker.

The meeting of the Ladies' Club
Thursday partook somewhat of a patri-

spirit and the life of Martha Washington was most interestingly told and
patriotic songs sung.
Thursday evening Odeon Hall was

otic

well filled to see "Prof. Baxter's Great
Invention" when the following programme was given:
Frederick Poole.
Monologue,
Prof. Baxter's Great Invention:

Benjamin Franklin Baxter—Inventor,

Jasper Everett.

State

Roxanna Tucker, a most remarkable
Convention and says that the forty OxEdith Thurston.
ford County delegates who could accept Dorothy Tucker, a giddy girl of sixty,
Martin.
woman,

Mona

the hospitable invitation of E. P. Rickei
to spend the night at Poland Spring
vr.

royally entertained.
e»mns1

Itirrv

Τ.πλΙγα in

at

Mary Ann, Prof. Baxter's servant,
Mrs. E. C. Vandenkerckhoven.
Miss Elsie Hall, Pianist.
Dancing at !» 50.

hnmp

for a few days.
Mrs. Sprague of Turner recently visited ber parents, Rev. and Mrs. D. Κ
Ford. She was accompanied by hei

daughter.

Mies Fannie J. Tucker of Colebrook,
Ν. Π., ha· been making a visit here witt
ber sister, Mrs. S. T. White.
Winnie A. Oilman and nephew ol
Portland are spending two weeks with
Mrs. Anna C. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dunham have
moved upstairs in Alden Day's house.
Ε. H. Brown and family of Rumford
spent the Fourth and over Sunday at Η
Ο. Brown's. Mrs. Brown, who has beec
in ill health during the winter, is im-

proved considerably.

Mr. H. F. Roberson and daughtei
Miss Lillian of Albany, Ν. Y., arrived
last Wednesday at E. D. Stilwell's. Mr.
Roberson, who is a brother to Mrs. Stilwell, has engaged a cottage at Old Or
chard for the season.
The W. C. T. U. held its régulai
meeting Thursday afternoon with Mrs
L. C. Bates. The special topic was S
T. I. work and was in charge of the
local superintendent, Mrs. El va E.Locke
For an hoar or two after closing tlx
pump at the Paris Manufacturing Co
was worked putting two streams o!
water around the mill and wetting dowc
the roufs and around the buildings it ;
the center of the village. On account ol
the extreme dryness all sale and use o:
firecrackers and explosives was for
bidden and the chief engineer of th<
fire department had two or three watch
|
It was a quie
men on duty all night.
and orderly Fourth, the moet of th< 1
noise being made by tooting of horni 1
and ringing of bells. At the dance helc
the evening of July 3d there were abou
fifty couples in attendance. The Finn 1
held a dance Saturday evening.

Mr. Robert Bisbee and Mr. Wilbur
Yates ascended Mt. Washington, then
went over the Presidential Range. It
rained at the summit of Mt. Washington,
but the view from the other mountains
was fine.
£. U. bowler, rroiesBor nanacura, π.
Ν. Upton and Herman Mason attended
tbe Bangor convention.
Tuesday the young people enjoyed a
dance at tbe botel.
The family of Mr. George King have
Hone to their cottage at Cupsuptlc for
the season.
Dr. and Mrs. Tibbette, Mrs. Charles
Pingree, Mr. Seth Walker, and Mr.
Ernest Walker were among thoie who
attended tbe commencement and centennial exercises of Bridgton Academy
last week.
West Bethel.

"Soon to tbe seashore we ihall hie
Or picnic In the grove;
Sitting, perchance, In custard pic,
Beside the girl vre Ijve.

"My eon, go catch the tinny tribe,
And try and bring home plenty,
But should one weigh live or six pounds,
Why. don't swear It weighed twenty.
Let your tbought», my gentle youth,
Soar up for something higher,
And keep your friends from calling you
A

piscatorial

liar.

Now the boy who "wasn't swimming," and who
wishes none to doubt
That he's truthful, can't Imagine why his shirt
Is Inside out."

We are once more inhaling the fragrance of new mown bay.
George W. Briggs of Albany was in
this village one day last week.
Half of the year has gone, bat the
moet important events are yet to come.
Grasshoppers and various kinds of
bugs and worms are trying to devour all
tbe green things growing.
Miss Octavia J. Grover has returned
to her place of work in Prospect Hotel,
Bethel Hill.
Peru.
The summer term of school closed
Miss Mabel Sawyer returned home t<
Friday, and tbe teacher, Miss Maud L.
buck field last Monday.
Russell, has gone to her borne.
Mr. U. G. Lunt sold his farm and bat I
Elton Keene of Poland runs a typeattend
a
1
with
hie auction July
large
writer in tbe post card house of Whitten
ance.
& Dennison.
Ethel Robinson -and her friend havi
Everett E. McKeen will work through
to
Bangor.
gone
the baying season for Geo. A. Grover.
Rockemeka Grange Circle had a danci
Owing to the illness of S. W. Potter,
at Grange Hall last Saturday evening
bis wife has left her place of work in
All reported a good time.
the post card store to care for him.
Mrs. Eunice Poland went over t<
Miss Ethel L. Allen came home from
Worthley Pond visiting for the pas Brookline, Mass., last week to enjoy a
week.
vacation with her parents and brother.
The farmers are all complaining be
A number of dogs owned in this vil·
ii
cause it does not rain.
Everything
lage have died very suddenly, with indirain.
not
it
does
beeause
drying up
cations of arsenical poisoning.
A foot path bas been made from tbe
East Waterford.
farm of Henry Stiles in Fryeburg AcadT. Heath of Norway is helping Pridi emv Grant to tbe summit of Caribou
Brothers move their stable to the uppe:
Mountain, and a camp is being built
side of the road near the barn. Thei there for
pleasure parties.
!
witl
also bave a new gasoline engine
which to operate their separator.
Oxford.
Mrs. Sylvia Kilbourne of New York
The students of the summer school
with her three boys, is with her mother,
Mrs. Katherine Chadbourne, for tbi under charge of Prof. Adelbert Caldwell,
at Camp Oxford, Caldwell's Grove, arsummer.
writing.
H. 0. Rolfe went to Yarmouth las : rived Tuesday.
Harrison and Lona Littlebale of the
o:
Presiding Elder, Cbae. Parsons, held a
'08 class, Paris High School, are at week in his auto to attend the funeral
hi· uncle.
quarterly meeting at the M. E. church
home.
G. A. Miller'· mother and daughters Sunday.
Alfred Andrews is at home from high
Dr. H. R. Farris has bought an autoMaud and Ida, of Waltbam, Mass., an ι
school.
mobile.
visiting him.
Mrs. W. R. Farris, who has been
Mies Mattie Whittier of Waltbam ia a
East Brownfield.
G. L. Hilton's.
spending several months with her
The Congregational Circle was enterA company of glass blowers are a ; daughter, Mrs. Wm. Andrews, at Harttained by Mrs. John Hodsdon last Wed- Haskell'· hall for three nights this week ford, Conn., is with her son, Dr. H. R.
nesday.
Quite a number from about here at Farris.
Mrs. Ethel Stickney and children of tended the
Bessie Newport i« at home from Gorgraduation exercises and cen
the
summer
are
Beverly, Mass.,
bam Normal Sobool daring her vacation.
spending
tennial at Bridgton Academy.
at Mrs. E. A. G
Jameson Glover is building a piazza
Guy Walker has moved to Norway vil
Mr. James McKusick of Calais is emon his house on High Street.
lage.
ployed in the store of the L. R. Giles
Herbert Denning is working for Mr.
Company.
Bisbee, contractor, at Portland.
Mills.
WUson'·
Mr. and Mrs. John Butterfleld recently
H. G. Bennett baa been to Colebrool
received news of the sudden death of
Sumner.
tbeir daughter, Mrs. Annie Knox, of for electric treatment.
Ada Glover of Whitman it visiting
Mrs. Howard Naaon and daughter art
Brooksville.
relative* in this place.
Marion Johnson's consln of Boston is visiting Mr. Nason'a brother.
Seth Parlin of Portland visited at W.
The young people enjoyed a povertj
her guest for a short time.
friends
The W. C. T. U. fair of Jnne 26 was ball Saturday night at the hall. Icc E. Bowker's and called on old
last week.
cream and cake waa aold.
quite satisfactory.
Roberts
and
Elmer
Alvin Robinson
H. G. Bennett ha· a crew at work or
Reporta from Mrs. Zilpba Colby, who
went to Lewiston recently and each puris in the Maine General Hospital at Port- the road laying out the atate aid.
lake
to
the
baa
a nice wagon.
Olson
chased
John
gold
gone
land, are not encouraging.
C. H. Bonney and the Thompson
Work on the new buildings here Is log.
Mr. Robarge haa got his loga nearly Bros, are repairing their barns.
progressing steadily.
Hattle Varney and Gladys Morrill are
Alfred Poore, who has been away for all sluiced.
Parties are beginning to arrire whloh at home for their summer vacation.
nearly two years, in California and
Mrs. Alton Am·· la gaining.
le at home fort vaoation. makes those thai golds look happy.
■

Stickney'm.

Maeeaohosstti.

Mrs. Anna Buck and her mother, Mrs.
Waldron, left here Thursday for a visit
to relatives in Portland and to visit Mrs.
Buck's son, Mr. Geo. W. Pike, of Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. Lucy Skilllogs returned home
Wednesday from a five weeks' visit in

Saco, Me.
R.

C.

Friday for

Recently, Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife

Duett—Charge of the Uhlans,
Mona Martyn, Mrs. Brickett.

Alton Richardson.
divided equally between the Sunday
Peter Crawford, deaf but daring,
School and the Lucky Leaf Club.
Frederick Poole.
Mr. Cbeeter H. Lane, Jr., reports a 1 Samuel Wooley, sprightly for his years,

were

Edwin Maxim.

took a carriage ride to Lewiston and Lisbon Falls, calling on friends, returning
Engelmann in the evening of the same day.
Automobiles, local and visiting, are
Mattel
filling our streets and giving a lively apBohn
pearance to our quiet village.
Leblerre
Blllema

'Mid Palms and Roses,
Natalie Barker.

Grand

Wellesley

was

Bangor Republican

Tew days.
The annual baeket meeting of tbe
Turner and Buckfleld W. C. T. U. will
be held at the homestead of Henry D.
Irish on Thursday, July 9.
Guy O. Gardner of Dlxfield was in
town Thursday with his new Maxwell
sar, which be bad driven through from
Boston.
Mine' Louisa Record of Cambridge,
Mass., is spending her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Record, at
North Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley and daughter of
Lynn, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Bryant's

Pond.

Webster Farnum of Waltham is taking a month'a vacation and ia visiting
bis parents,
Farnum.

Mr.

and Mrs. James

H.

Ex-City Marshal Waterbouse and
family of Portland came through on their
touring car Sunday morning and passed

Small's Sunday.
Mrs. Rachel Parlln of South Paris,
who was the guest of Mrs. E. G. Small,
Sunday, has gone to Sumner Hill.
Minot Doble of Auburn is spending
his vacation with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Doble.
A. E. Morrison of Norway left here
Saturday for Lewiston. Mr. Morrison
returned here Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jewett and
daughter, Eula Newell of Brunswick,
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.

a

BLUE 8TORE8.

Nice Point In Baby Car·

riag· Etiquette.

"That fellow doesn't know the first

July and August

biug about tbe etiquette of the baby
iirrinjre," remarked oue οΓ a group
f men at Thirty-first and Main streets.

The comment was fciade to all In a
One of tbe group, tbe
eu era I way.
of
jan wltb a frayed collar aud a look
gazed anxiously at
a tient

resignation,
couple about to board
lot her waa sparring In

a

car.

than what you have.

You will have to buy it

some-

ο

What you want to do It this:
f tbe baby weigh» more than the car•lage, ifs the man's place to bold tbe
)aby. If tbe carriage weighs more, be
should band tbe baby to bis wife."
"Ob, pllflel" interpolated tbe man
wltb the big black cigar. "You're way
What he ought to do is to ha»d
>ff.

We are Men's and Boys' Outfitters, also Custom Tailors. Clothing Repaired, Cleaned, Pressed as
We are waiting
it ought to be.

luette.

Lotbrop.

Require clothing different perhaps

Why not visit us?
You will find the Right Kind.
A Large Variety and the Price

be carriage. You don't think he ought
bold tbe baby and take care of tbe
■arrlage, too. do you?"
"Well, there's one thing sure," reolned tbe objector—"tbe man doesn't
etl
enow a thing about baby carriage

I

Vacation Months

Tbe

a desperate
ort of way wltb one of tboee baby
arriuges wblcb «bop salesmen can open
in
nd close In α minute and tbe users
rum five to thirty minutes.
"Iion't see anything wrong wltb
hat," said the man wltb tbe frayed
"He's got to bold tbe baby
ollar.
wltb
ven If she does have to wrestle

ire. Bert Allen of Auburn and

Engelmann tle.

Flowers' Greeting,
Bertha Thurston.
a—F'ete Champenoise,
Birds,
b—Twittering
Mona Martyn.

The

David Emmons Saturday evening, July
IS. Admission to the grounds and entertainment free. Refreshments will be
for sale.
Mrs. Caleb Fuller is getting along as
well as could be expected since ber recent injury. She has been visited by
her brother, Alvah M. Curtis, and daughter Hazel from West Peru.
Mr. G. L. Briggs with four horses
took the children and young people of
the Universalis^ Sunday School to a
hayrack ride to Bryant's Pond last
Tuesday. The leading pair of horses
belonged to Mr. W. G. Hammond who
also went with Mr. Briggs. For various
reasons some of the children were unable to go but the party numbered thirty, and was chaperoned by Mrs. A. D.
Swift and Miss Jennie M. Brown, who
were the committee of arrangements.
They were given the courtesy of Dearborn's Grove and had a delightful trip,
waking the echoes at every farm house
with a "college yell" composed for the
occasion. Both rack and horses were
decorated with fiags and streamers in
red and green and when the jolly party
returned at six o'clock they rode around
the village square waving fiags and
streamers and saluting all their friepds.
Some of the society here who delight to
see the enjoyment of the children furnished funds to give them all a treat of
ice cream and lemonade beeide their
picnic dinner. The expense of the trip

to the

Herbert Hall abd wife of Boston,

introducing

iaas., were visiting relatives in town Baptist church Sunday.
Quite a number from here attended
luring the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fogg of Lewiston, Children'· Day at the Grange in East

Thomes went to Old Orchard
Mr.
a week or two's outing.
Thomes owns a fine cottage there.
Lange
Miss Sally Warren of Westbrook is
Warren
spending her summer vacation with her
Duett—Selected,
grandfather, Rev. A. W. Pottle.
Muriel Park, Eyangellne Atherton.
Last Monday, Miss Ada Durgin of
Carl Heine
Phllopena,
Buckfleld and Miss Sally Warren rode
Stella Durkee.
Wehner
a—Amaranth,
to South Parie where they spent the day
Croisez
b—Prisoner and the 8wallow,
with friends, dining at Dr. C. L. Buck's.
Mildred Oapgood.
Rosalvo Crockett and John Gerrish
Heine
Etfrella,
Clara Lowe.
bave been doing φιΙΙβ a stunt of paintF. d'Orso
Angel's Dream,
ing on the residence of Mrs. A. W. Pot-

these tramps.
Onward Rebekah Lodge, No. 20, will
bold a lawn party with Mr. and Mrs.

trip

ilcnlo at the river Tuesday afternoon
,nd the Buckfleld Literary Club held a
ield day near the home of Harry Dudley
m the tame afternoon.

HOLDING THE BABY.

I

I

Arthar Sadler and wife of Aubarn,
»ho came here laat week to 1>uy one of Ι
Serbert Ryerson's horaea, found when I
hey arrived there that Mr. Byeraon bad
ilready disposed of the animal, having
Nothing
•old it to Henry Davenport.
iaunted they went to Mr. Davenport,
purcbaaed the bone and took it home
with them to Auburn.
Three candidate* were given the right
band of fellowship and received into the I

Mr. Sumner.
A· A. G. Parrar, wife and slater, Miss
Clarence Atwood of California, were
Mr. Luella, were returning from Eaat Summost entertaining manner. Misa Duffy tailing on friends here Tuesday.
of Leland Stan· ner Grange, the horse took fright at an
of Boaton rendered a piano aolo, and Htwood is a graduate
east for a auto and backed off the end of a bridge
Miss Miriam Herrick, daughter of Judge ord University and bas been
in the near Hiram Buck'a house down a steep
▲. E. Herrick, sang a solo entitled "The rear's study before engaging
Mr. Parrar was I
bank into the ditch.
Night Hath a Thousand Eyes," which iraotioe of law.
Miss Marguerite Staples of Dlxfield is thrown out but olung to the reins. The
called forth many congratulations from
wagon was turned completely around
Hutohins as Malting her aunt, Mrs. C. H. Tuttle.
her frienda. Miss Ola
The Misses Parlin, daughters of John and tipped ao that the ladies had to hold
monologuist was very successful and
A. on with all their might to keep in it.
received hearty applause. Miss Luoia Parlin of Canton, are guests of B.
No one was injured more than a nervous
Weed, who has been under the in- Hutchinson.
C. H. Prince and Β. E. Oerrish attend- shock but they had a very narrow
struction of Leland Powers, surprised
miracle that the rig
her friends in her rendering of Gilbert's >d the Republican State Convention at escape. It was a
was not demolished.
"Sweethearts" and in response to a Bangor.
little son, Howard,
and
Dennis Parlln
Mr. H. G. Clement, principal of Bridghearty applause gave a pleasing darkey
for a of Sumner Hill, called at Mrs. E. G.
story and by request the "Frenchman's ton Academy, Is with C. M. Irish

by

fine

Weft Sumner.

BackfMd.

Mr. and Mr*. Ardon P. Ttlton of Anlurn spent Sunday with Mr. Tilton's
aother, Mr·. Gilbert Til ton.
Miss Ellen Cole retnrned home Tueslay from a visit In Norway, Me.
The Nezinacot History Club held a

be baby to bis wife and tbe carriage
tbe conductor."—Kansas City Star.

:o

where.

Reasonable.

for you.

F. H. NOYES CO.

ARTISTS' BLUNDERS.

Emma Bonney and daughter
Processlorf of Monks That Adam and
Jessie of Buckfleld, who have been visit- k
Eve Enjoyed.
Everett
Bobbins,
Mrs.
and
ing with Mr.
returned to their home Tuesday acAmong the most amusing "breaks"
companied by Miss Beulah Bobbins, who by artists Is α landscape by Turner in
is to them make a visit.
which a rainbow is depicted behind
There is a remarkable drought in this the sun.
This occasioned almost as
this
vicinity. There has been no rain in
much humorous comment In English
then
section since the 16th of June and
irt circles as did the slip of Constant,
the rainfall was scarcely enough to lay
who in bis
the dust. Wells and springe are drying tbe great French artist,
does portrait of Queen Victoria painted the
up and aqueducts are falling. If it
not rain soon this village will be short ribbon of tbe Order of tbe Garter the
of water.
wrong color.
The farmers have begun baying.
A picture of Adam and Eve in tbe
will
The hay crop is very light and so
of Eden bung in the gallery
garden
conbe all other crops if tho drought
Df the Gesu, in Lisbon, represents the
barren
of
tinues. One sees large strips
as watching a procession
land nearly devoid of all vegetation first couple
where last year a good crop of clover ni monks.
In the famous galleries at Antwerp
was harvested, the grass and clover having been winter killed. One farmer lost are certain pictures of old masters in
some of his best Baldwin apple trees which tbe jumble of Ideas is as rethrough lack of snow to protect the markable as the technique is fine. In
roots. There being no snow, ice formed ι
one picture of heaven the archangels
under the trees and killed the roots.
nre armed wltb bows and arrows, and
Mrs. dementia Abbott of Rumford is
of "The Murhere to spend the remainder of the sum- in a celebrated painting
tbe massacre is
mer with her sister, Mrs. Hiram Howe. der of tbe Innocents"
Deaconess Edith Clark and the Misses represented as taking place in a city
of Holland. The parents of the chilMaggie and Sarah Ross of Philadelphia
arrived Thursday to spend the season at dren are stout burghers, the Roman
Ryemoor Cottage.
soldiers are Dutch policemen armed
Nabum Morrill has sold his oxen to a
with muskets, and tbe innocent Infants
man from Auburn.
are transformed Into solid schoolboys
Snow Bound Beading Club waa entertained by Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson Thursday In bulgy woolen trousers and Jackets
afternoon. Selections from the writings and hobnailed shoes.
of 0. W. Holmes were read by Deaconess
Sanford. "What Science Says of Death,"
a very interesting article, was read by
This being the
Mrs. George Clark.
semi-annual meeting, the following offi- 8om· of th· Curious Thing· Don· by
cers were elected:
8l«apwalkere.
Preel.lent—Mrs. flattie Howe.
Many years ago nn archbishop of
Vice-President—Mr». R. II. Ryerson.
Bordeaux attested the case of a young
Secretary—Mrs. H. 8. Robertson.
Treasurer-Mrs. Amanda Blsbee.
ecclesiastic who was In the habit of
!
Refreshments were served of fruit and getting up during the night In a atate
lemonade, and a half hour was spent in j of somnambulism nnd, taking pen.
Mrs.

SOMNAMBULISM.

Norway

Soutli Parle

F.

A.

F.

8DCBTLEFF * CO.

SnrKTLEFK

A.

Α.

ΓΟ.

EDIS
Φ

PHONOGRAPHS

machine

every talking
Don't make the mistake
thinking
tbe day with E. R. Freeman and wife
The EDISON PHONOGRAPH is the m'
at the Stone cottage.
is a
A series of assemblies in connection
one invented by THOMAS A. EDISON.
with the dancing school is being held
other
It gives clearer and better renditions of music than any
here every Thursday night.
Pythian Sunday brought out a good
machine.
of
form
audience in spite of the intense beat.
to $3.1.00
Hear the new models at our store
Fraternal Lodge formed in front of
♦
Castle Hall at 1:30 p. m., led by Mt.
The
Each.
solving puzzles and conundrums.
and writChristopher Company, No. 41, and next meeting will be July 10th at Rye- Ink and paper, composing
A complete line of Edison Records always 011 hand.
ing Ills sermons. When be finished one
marched to Lakeside Cemetery where moor.
page he would read and correct it In
impressive services were conducted at
AT THE PHARMACY OF
Hebron.
the grave of each brother. At 2:30, Rev.
order to ascertain whether the somJ. H. Little delivered an address from
Mies Hazel Donham, Miss Eva Bar- nambulist made use of his eyes the $ί
the Universaliet church.
rows and Miss Daisy Cushman are at archbishop held a piece of pasteboard
Augustus Myers of Camp Christopher home from their teaching In Massachu- under his chin to prevent hi· seeing
left Sunday morning for New York City,
setts.
the paper upou which he was writing,
where he was called on business.
Miss Donham was in Auburn over Sun- but he continued to write on without
Two picnic parties have occupied
SOUTH
day.
being in the least Inconvenienced.
X
Dearborn's Grove this week. Tuesday a
Mr. Melcher and son of Portland are
a
sleepwalkIt is related of Negrettl,
F. A. IHVKTLEFF * CO.
good delegation from the Uuiversalist visiting his brother here.
F. A. RHUIITLEFF A CO.
a
Sunday School at West Paris came up in
Fred Sturtevant went to Lewiston Sun- er, that he would sometime· carry
hayracks, aud Wednesday a number of day to see bis sister, Miss Etta Sturte- lighted candle, as If to give him light
wives
their
and
Post
members of Brown
in his employment, but on a bottle
vant.
from Bethel were the occupants.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Thompson and being substituted he took It and carried
numberNo.
20,
Pettengill Company,
child of New Sharon made a short visit It without apparently noticing the difing forty-four men, came over Saturday to his sister, Mrs. Fred Sturtevant, re- ference.
of
Fraternal
visited
Lodge
and
night
cently.
Another somnambulist would dress
Knights for the purpose of instituting a
Mrs. Maria Ricker of California is
where
company here. Twenty-seven men were visiting relatives here. At present she In his sleep and go to the cellar,
was pitch dark, and draw wine from
It
mustered in to be known as Mt. Christo- is the
M.
Richardson.
A.
guest of Mrs.
the cask without walkiug Into unythlng
pher Co., No. 41. The visiting company
I Ralph Whitney and Harry Barrows
waa entertained and given a supper in
had green peas from their gardens Sun- and without spilling a drop of the
at
the
House
tbe
ball
of
the dining
Opera
I day, the 28th.
wine, but if be happened to awake in
conclusion of the business mooting.
Miss Martha Pratt has gone to South the cellar he had great difficulty In
The free high school closes this week. Paria to
:
spend her vacation with her groping his way out.—Exchange.
It is evident that good progress has been !
niece, Mrs. Geo. Davis.
made in this school for the several terms
I Manly Bearce is having his barn reAnother Kind.
in which Mr. E. D. Cole has been the inHoward Bumpus of Paris is
; paired.
When Johnny Ilobbs left hi· home
structor.
the work.
doing
Dr. A. W. Rogers and wife accompaup among the New Hampshire hills to
~
I
nied by two other Boston people arrived
visit his grandmother In Worcester,
at
here Wednesday and are stopping
Terribly bot weather, 02 in the shade. Mass.. be wan cautioned by his mother
Lakeside Cottage.
While George Johnson was out ridin g that he would dud things In the city
Webster Farnum of Waltham is visitWednesday for some unknown reason strangely different from those at home.
H.
Mrs.
James
and
Mr.
his
ing
parents,
bis horse fell and broke his leg and had
Johnny arrived in the early afterFarnum.
to be killed on the spot.
and long before tea time his
It is understood that there will be no
noou,
in
sister
her
is
Mrs. Fitch
visiting
grandmother, who lived most simply,
religious services held at tbe Univers- Corinna, Me.
months.
aliet church during the summer
Mrs. Frost and Mies Dunham are told him to run out to the pantry and
get a bowl of milk which she had left
occupying Miss Dunham's cottage.
UrCBIlWUUU.
The village schools close this week there "for a hungry boy."
we
bave
driest
the
ami
"Dry, drier,"
Friday.
A moment later she followed him
seen it here during the thirty odd years
Mrs. Clara Danforth is quite sick.
and, to her amazemeut, beheld her
of our residence in town.
Irving Linscott is on the sick list.
grandson bravely at work on a bowl
The road commissioners close their
There are a number of city boarders
of spearmint tea which she had forgetlabor this week until after haying, which in town.
will be a short job with good weather,
fully put In the place where she had
since the drouth has diminished the Centennial of Brldgton Academy. told him to And the milk.
one-half.
crop here at least
The past week was a great occasion
"Why, child," she cried, seizing the
William Henry Harhson Verrill is the for
Academy at North Bridg- bowl from poor Johnny, "don't you
Bridgton
inwe
were
whom
the
man
to
name of
ton, for it celebrated its centennial an- know this Isn't milk?"
troduced when on Patch Mountain, the
niversary. The orator of the occasion
"I—I knew it wasn't Itke Hlllbury
other day, and soon found him like bis was Hon. Melville E.
Ingalls of Cin- milk," stammered
88 MARKBT
Johnny, with a final
namesake to be a very interesting pera graduate of the academy who
cinnati,
son, although he never fought the In- is a well known railroad man. The gulp, "but I thought maybe It was the
MAINE.
dians, nor was president thirty days like centennial exercises were held on Wed- kind folks had In Worcester."
PARIS.
SOUTH
the former. He was born in the neighnesday.
at
Greenlived
and
borhood 65 years ago,
A Musical 8pidtr.
The graduating exercises were on
wood City when it was destroyed by fire
with the following programme:
The extraordinary musical sensitiveThe fire start- Tuesday
on the 10th of May, 1802.
Music.
ness of spiders has several times been
ed at the north end, and as there was a
Invocation.
proved. Every one lias heard of Pelbrisk wind blowing from that direction,
Music.
lissou's spider. Consoler of the unforit took every building, sixteen in numInfluence of the Indian on
Salutatory—The
ber, all going up in smoke or down in
Civilization, ..William Warren Chtdbourne. tunate prisoner. It perished because it
Mary Emma Hutchlns. listened too closely to the captive's vioasbes, and has never been rebuilt. Mr. Our President
Howard Marshall Wight.
Verrlll's father was then in trade there Class History,
lin. The jailer saw it and crushed it
Music.
the
with
and suffered loss in common
brutally.
Hamlin.
Gretry, the composer, speaks
Edward
of
OlfU,..Charles
Presentation
in
been
Mr. Verrill has
rest.
living
of a favorite spider which descendeu
Education the Defence of a Nation,
Minot quite a number of years, buried
Phil Judson Llbby.
along its thread upon bis piano as soon
The time
his wife several years ago, since which
Music.
This weather demands lighter clothing.
as be played It,
Wben κΙνΙηρ recitals
time his mother kept boue· for him Oration—The Problem of the Country Town,
are here.
new
the
all
becausc
is
to
styles
now,
Leslie Francis Jordan. at Brussels Itubinsteln saw a large
buy
nntil recently, when she too paseed
him The Motto Essay—One Life, Let Us Live It,
will have been sorted out.
best
Issue from the flier of the platthe
later
little
A
away, aged about 00, thus leaving
spider
Dresser.
Flske
Mary
without a housekeeper and about the Poem,
William Riley Spinney. form and listen to the music. He gave
You'll find here all you need to make you comfortable.
same as alone in the world.
Music.
three concerts at the same hall, and
the
makes
town
Mr. Green's leaving
Marian Elizabeth Ingalls. on each occasion the
Class Prophecy
spider appeared.
school in this district five scholars less, Valedlcory—The Danger of being Side·
Helen Isabel Deerlng. --Paris Kevue.
Tracked,
since he sent that number here. He has
Presentation of Diplomas.
two younger children who will soon add
wear»
Benediction.
with belt The correct shirt for outing
so many more if they live.
made in two
Sailing Clubs.
ami $■
two
The graduates this year are:
The first sailing club was probably
The other day Charles Verrill got into
50c
loops and turn up cufls,
a fight, and for the time being met with
Hlram Granville Burnell, Brldgton.
the Cork Harbor Water club, now
William Warren Chadbourne, Notth Brldgton.
$i and $1.50
defeat. He went into the pasture to
known
as
the
Cork
Yacht
club,
Itoyal
Llnwood Llbby Chaffln, tiorham.
drive bis heifer home that had just added
Harrison.
established In the year 1720. The vesHarry Wey Chapman,
made of light weight nainsook,
one to bis stock, when she proposed tc
Helen Isabel Deerlng. East Denmark.
sels were small, and from that period
Mary Flske Dresser, North Waterford.
protect it by "fighting it out on thii
without
shirts
made in coat
North
Brldgton.
Charles Edward Hamlin,
until early in the nineteenth century
line." While engaged at close quarters
Golf caps of khaki to match shirts
Mary Emma Hutchlns, Harrison.
the
In
but
knee
drawers
yachting
developed
slowly.
South
she managed to inflict a severe wound in
sleeves,
Elizabeth
Brldgton.
Marian
Ingalls,
and trousers,
50c
Leslie Francis Jordan, Casco.
1812 the Cowes Yacht club was foundthe palm of his right hand, and soon besummer
underwear,.
coolest
.50c
Harrison.
Marlon
Helen
Knight,
came so furious that be was obliged to
ed with some flfty-flve yachtsmen.
Phil Judson Llbby, Freedom.
retreat and bide behind the bushes. He
Esther Rhea Merrow. Harrison.
Since that date yachting associations
Waterford.
Clayton Alvln Pike, South
finally succeeded in getting her home by Nellie
have rapidly grown in numbers and
Harrison.
Morrlaon
Pitts,
All kinds of belts in black and We are now showing a recent
procuring help from a neighbor, but bis William Riley Spinney, Freedom.
strength all over Europe and America.
hand is still in bad shape.
Raymond Oscar Sukeforth, Fort Fairfield.
shades of tan,
—New York American.
25c and 50c shipment of nobby patterns fresli
Aramlnta Otis Trafton, Harrison.
John Earl Warren. Otlsfield.
Albany.
from the manufacturers,
Howard Marshall Wight, Harrison.
8quelched.
W. A. Bragg was in town recently.
25c and 50c
Actor
Mr. and Mrs. George Grover have reAfter the severe shower of Thursday
Prosperous Young
(returning
assortment of men's shirts is
Our
the
on
some
turned to their home in Norway.
walking
tired
α
after
matinee
boys
nnd
afternoon,
eveuiug perDr. Bedard of Norway was In town track of the Rangeley Division of the formance of successful play)—Ah. dear
Soft shirls
last week.
Maine Central near El m wood station, boys, I really think it's time all
good
and for men.
We make a strong
in
with
wear
to
collars,
Mary Pitts has returned to her home discovered three small but dangerous actors were in bed. Grumpy Tragein Harrison.
and
Soft
washouts in the track, and stopped the
in
this
dark
$1.
showing
patterns, 50c
dian (looking up from hi· paper)—They
There will be a dance at the Grange afternoon passenger train by signaling
to
soft
with
browns, etc., in
blacks,
shirts
$2.
collars,
are.—Life.
Blues,
of
50c
Hall, Friday evening, July 10th.
just before it reached them. A purse
for
Everett
the
and
Mrs. Viola Dunham
sons,
passengers
$12 was made up by
Coat shirts $1.
15c and 25c
Boys' shirts 50c fancy mixtures,
and Richard, are visiting her parents, the boys.
Unexpected.
each.
15c and 25c
hosiery,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cnmmings.
"Why, Clara," said a mother to her
THE REMEDY THAT DOES.
F. L. Edwards of Bethel was in town
little daughter, who was crying, "what
last week.
''Dr. King'· New Discovery i· the are you crying about?"
Charles Beckler had the misfortune to remedy that does the healing others I " 'C-oause," sobbed the little miss, "1
lose one of his large work horses re- promise but fail to perform," say· Mrs. •-started to
m-make dolly a b-bonnet.
E. R. Piereon, of An burn Centre, Pa.
cently.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,
and it c-comed out b-bloomera."
"It is curing me of throat and lung
that

of

Phonograph.

sound-reproducing

*12.30

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
PARIS, MAINE.

Haying Tools!

SNATHS, FORKS,
RAKES, DRAG RAKES, &c.

SCYTHES,

>

A full line of the best quality
at the lowest prices.
India
warranted, 85c.

Solid

Celebrated

The

Steel Scythe, fully

N. Dayton Bolster & Co,
8QUARIB,

Summer Furnishings
Boys.

For Hen and

Khaki Shirts.

Khaki Trousers
grades,

Khaki

qualities,

Β. V. D, Underwear

Caps

style
length,

Belts.

Neckwear.

Overshirts.

unusually complete.

Fancy

light

Hose

department.

Boys'

H. B. FOSTER,

trouble of long standing, that other
Portland treatments relieved only temporarily.
New Disoovery is doing me so much
Tuesday and Wednesday.
its continued
Mr. Augustus Colby is making exten- good that I feel confident
of time will
sive repairs on the residence of Mr. En- use for a reasonable length
restore me to perfect health." This regene Higgins.
and
Mr. frying Ingalls and wife visited nowned cough and oold remedy
throat and lung bealer is loltf at the
Bridgton Wednesday.
& Co. 50c.
There are about seventy-five summer pharmacy of P. A. Shnrtieff
boarders at the new camp of Mr. Cobb. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
The needed rain does not come and the
Work ha· begun on a large addition
crops are all drying apln this section,
although sweet corn looks pretty well. to the Cabot ootton mill at Brunswiok.
Rev.

A.

Denmark.
C. Boyd visited

Potential Incentive.
Nell—Do you think you could lore
him if he were rich? Belle—1 would
try harder!
No man is nobler born than another
unless be Is born with better abilities
nod "tuore amiable disposition.—Seneca.

Growing old is often merely
of time-Philadelphia Eaeord.

a
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Prank W. Sbaw and daughter. Mise
Annie Shaw, of Portland, were at Hotel
Andrews over the Fourth.

post otric*.
M to 7 30 P.*.
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;,:11

P. M.

Pr«wMng service, 10:4Λ

VT not'othervHje

trburch. Rev T. V
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Kewtay.

Paator.
morning prayermeetlng 10:00 a. m.;
10 43 Â. m.; Sabbath School
League M«euu β 00 P. m.;
Wednesday evening :30; claw
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.'"«ver mating

J'· Wallace Cbwbro,
>un!ay. preaching service 10:45 A.
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Regular
lav evening on or before full inoon.
-Mount Mica Lodge. regular meet:uv evenlni of eacn wee*.—Aurora
f ret and third Monday evening·

Lodge. So. »*.

M.-Pari

ν
τ

κ

u
-τ

4

''klmball
1

—

r-t

and

/theyear.meet»every Saturday.In

\·'c-Second

Lodge. So. 31.
Pythian Hall.

lUm'Jn

ι-

ay

f·

and fourth

Mondays of

f—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 131,
i;, ad and fourth Wednesday evening·

t,

venlng

at

meets every

Mi. an.! Mrs. Winslow C. Thayer spent
t .· i-'nurth at Ilanovee.
of ProviMrs II. C. Anderson and son
Κ. I.. are visiting relatives in
,1c;
M. Howard is visiting tbe
Frank P. Knight at South

('.
of

M
f.1-

ν

Portland.

Maud Carter, who teaches in Dorthe sura
mer. Mass., is at home for
πιπί vacation.
M

-s

Warren Barnes and Miss Olive Barnes
land have been guests at T. S.
I
! irne>' for the past week.

j

Mrs .J. H. Plummer starts for Par;*,
of
Kr.i e. the tiret of August instead
.lit!)· as was first reported.

"ment sidewalk, seven feet wide,
the house of
·.·. been laid in front of
ivt η Bolster on Pleasant Strevt.
Harrv J. Fifield, who ha» a position in
thee of the American Express Co.
τ ,·
was at home over the Fourth.
Λ

Boston,

Mrs. Cora

Brig^s

j.

•

t.-r. !

the

ter.

S. Brign* and Miss Catherine
at

were

wedding

Gray Tuesday

to at-

of a relative, Miss Fos-

Col. Wm. B. White of Boston is the
fst of his sister, Mrs. Alfred II. Jackson.

il W. Denison and family visited the
P.
family of Mr. Dennison's father. II. the
!)ennison. at West Bethel, over
Fourth:

Miss Grace Dudlev and Misses Addie
and Lottie Giles visited New Meadows
Inn Saturday, and the Misses Giles went
there
to Bath to" remain with friends
for Sunday.
Leonard of PittsMr. and Mrs. Κ. M
tield. Mass, Miss M. E. Che*bro of
Spriui;tield, Mass., and Miss Grace t.
Jubb of Adams. Mass., are the guests of
liev. J. W. Chesbro.
S.
Capt. Alfred A. Starbird of the Γ.
Vrtillery Corps, and his sister, Miss
\bbie Starbird. are at home from Fort
Leavenworth, Kan. Capt. Starbird will
be transferred to the Philippines in the
fall.

>nt

η

Α.-

*

1

Λ.1ίΛβ·

wl

will

Ιηνμ

U

sale at their vestry next Friday at
the Sunday
Should
hree o'clock.
v
ϋ·Μ)| picnic be deferred until that day
fix food sale will be postponed one
*eek.

ί

"!

Mrs A. A. Abbott of Abington, Mans.,
Miss Olive C. Swett, who has recentin the training
ly completed the course
»
>1 for nurses in a hospital in N'ewtou,
M i>s are with their pareuts, Mr. and
Mr- Benjamin Swett.
.i'i

party which is at Four Ponds tishing
few days is made up of W. S. Starb : and his sons, Capt. A. A. Starbird
a ι. I
ring R. Starbird, S. β. Burnell
\

:

from Baldwin, and ilar-

an<! his nephew
ry Κ Maxim of Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler aud
Mr .iijii Mrs. II. A. Morton went Satur• i t· morning to their camp at Washburn
!' Ίΐιΐ.
Mr. and Mrs. Morton are expe.'ed home Monday night, Mr. and
Mr* Wheeler will remain in camp for
two

weeks.

""

Tbe driest Juue on record, saye the
l' »rtland weather station, with ooly a
halt inch of rain for the month. Also
Now
ne of the warmest on record.
that haying time is comiug dn we shall
probably have plenty of rain. But the
hay crop will be absent, on most farms.

Η1 ·η. Waldo Pettengill and son, Oliver
A Pettengill, and John E. Stephen-, of
Kumford Falls, were to town Thursday
iu a Keo car. The car was one which
the elder PettengiU had just purchased
<»f Mr. Stephens, and he was sitting at
the helm taking a course of instruction
io running it.

(» Wheeler of Everett, Mass., join**'! his family at P. E. Wheeler's ThursMonday morning he and P. E.
day
^ heeler and flarry M. Wheeler started
for >>hagg Pond, Woodstock, where they
will -.tay for two weeks building a camp
for I,, ir. Wheeler.
J. S. Burbank is
carpenter io charge.

Well, we got the dust laid Saturday
niK'it but the good soaking showers
whiv h have circled around us within a
few days seem to have an antipathy to
this section. "All signs fail in a dry
time
I'nder ordinary conditions wt
should have expected to be torn all tc
pieces by thunder showers almost ever)
«ay for a week past.
The street car w as off for most of tin
afternoon and evening Thursday. Th«
mill pond here had been drawn down t<
a:low the Norway Water Co. an oppor
t'.mity to lay their pipe across the river
when a breakdown occurred at the Nor
was n<
way power station, and as there
water to run this station, the car had t<
stop. The lights were run as usual.
The delegates from this vicinity whi
attended the Republican state conveo
tioo at Bangor Tuesday were in luck
°u their arrival in Lewiston on their r«
turn, late Tuesday night, they were me
by teams and antomobiles from Polaut
Spring, and taken to that famous house
where they weregiven the beet the hous
afforded until their departure to take th
train for home the next morning.

The union picnic of the four Sunda
S> hoola of the village will be at Gibson'
Ha]
»rove next Thursday, July 9th.
racks will be provided for carrying tb
children free of charge. Teams can b
Far
procured for the older ones.
Teams will h
or 40 cents.
probably
a
leave
•η the
Square at 8 o'clock and
Those wishing t
«•oon after as possible.
by boat will take the 8:15 car. Far
by boat from Norway to the grove an
return will be Si cents for adults, 1
Lemonade an
cents for
children.
possibly other refreshments will prob)
b-y be served by the Sunday School
A.l had better take rouge, saucers an
spoons, as no dishes will be carried b
the committee. Those wishing to hai
transportation provided for them wi
please hand* their names to some men
oer of the committee or leave at F. i
Shurtleff A Co. or Dr. C. L. Buck
office by Wednesday noon, statii
whether they wish to go by team
boat. If stormy Thursday the picn
will be Friday. If the weather is doub
*pl, the bell of tbe Methodist church wi
r,og at 7:30, if they decide not to go.

{Co

Mrs. John Neal died Sunday morning
at the home of her sister, Mr·. Joshua
Colby, on Elm Hill, at the age of 36
She had formerly lived iD Beryears.
lin, Ν. H., but had been with her sister
about three months. There will be
prayers at the house this Monday evening, and the remains will be taken to
her former home in the Province of
Quebec for burial. She leaves a daughter about a year old.
Holmes-Frost.
At the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frost, at South
Framingham, Mass., at high noon .of
Tuesday, June 30, their daughter, Miss
Alice Imogene Frost, was united in marriage with William K. Holmes of South
Paris. Quite a large party of relatives
and friends were present, and many

cream roses.

Circle. Ladles of the U A.
κ
of
rst »n I third Saturday evening*
>nth. !n « .raid Armi Hall.
\
ii.nhua L. Chamtxjrlaln Camp meets
Tuee*iay evenings of ea*-h month.
Parle l-irang»·. from May 1 U> Oct. 1,
I
thirl Satunlay; during the

■

(t

Master Ronald A. Chesbro has returnfrom a live weeks' visit with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Jubb, of Adams, Mass.
ed

M u η t I* le. 'an- Rebekah Lodge, So.
-econd and fourth Friday β of each
S 1 Fellows' Hall.
The bride
were received.
-W. K. Kltnball l'oet. So. 14e. meets valuable gifts
thirl Saturday evening* of each was gowned in white silk, and carried
>

Λ

HAINES

THREE M08T INTERESTING GAMES EVER
SEEN HERE IN

Unanimously
61BACEFULI.Y

FOBE THE

A TOURNAMENT.

BALLOT

WITHDREW
WA8

BE-

Miss Marion
The bridesmaid was
Mitchell of Bangor; the best man, Harold Pike of Lubec.
He*. H. W. Carr, pastor of the l"niversalist church in South Framingbain,
performed the ceremony.
The happv couple are now on a wedding trip which will take in New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Niagara and
the Hudson.
Mr. Holmes is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Holmes of South Paris. He is a
graduate of Paris High School in the
class of '97, and of Bates College in the
class of'01. Since graduating from college he has been engaged in teaching,
and now has a good position as teacher
of sciences in the high school in New
Britain. Conn. Miss Frost was formerly
a
resident of Norway, and is also a
graduate of Bates College. She has recootly been teaching in Hanover, Mass.
Both bride and groom are highly esteemed and have a large circle of friends to
wish them happiness.

Congregational Church.

[

Hi

Her

8

Β

Λ7βΓ Meettn(r·
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Republican state convention at
Bangor lut Tuesday had the result antic- TuesdayeveriW
it didn't. Hon.

|

·**

CHUBCHXe.

TAKEN.

The

by Dr. Yatea.
West Paris, Me., July 2, 1908.
Editor Democrat:
I wish to correet » little error in your
Weet Paria correspondent'· article of laat
week, aa she Iras evidently misinformed
as to the injnry of Mrs. Fuller, wife of
the late Caleb Puller. Mrs. Fuller's injury consisted of the fracture of the neck
of femur of the right leg. There was no
dislocation. Mrs. Fuller has an organic
disease of the heart and I suggested to
the friends that they had better call
another physician (leaving it with them
as I felt it needto select the
ed the watchful care of physioians in
giving her ether on accoupt of the
dangerous condition of her heart. The
limb was put in a comfortable position
and the friends called Dr. Barker who
very kindly responded to their call and
skillfully assisted me in adjusting the
fracture. If it had not been for the
serious condition of her heart, I should
not have called for the assistance of
another physician.
Ο. K. Tatks, M. D.
Correction

NORWAY.

Nominated.

ipated, and then again
Bert M. Pernald of Poland was nominated for governor, and that was what was
expected; but the nomination was made
unanimoua by the withdrawal of William
T. Haines of Waterville, his only rival
In the convention, and that action was
not expected.
It was a very effective act, however,
tion, composed mostly
was
and
School
it immediately changed what had
High
players; Norway
strengthened by the addition of a New been rather a dull convention into a liveEngland League pitcher and three other ly love feast. Some declared that it
hired men; West Paris had three new made Mr. Haines governor of Maine four
men and South Paris played its regular years hence, and it would be nothing
team.
strange if such should prove to be the
By the drawing the teams were paired, fact.
South Paris to meet Norway in the first
It was known that a large majority of
game, which was to be played in the the delegates would vote for Fernald,
forenoon, and West Paris to meet Au- and his nomination was assured when
burn for the first game in the afternoon. the convention opened. The nominating
speeches, however, went on in regular
NORWAY 4; SOUTH PARIS 0.
form, and when the convention was
When Soutb Paris faced Norway for about
ready for the ballot, the chairman
the opening game they found four hired announced that Mr. Haines desired to
players on the Norway team and Gam- address the convention. There could of
mon, who has been away from home, course be only one meaning to that. Mr.
back at hie old station on tirst base. The Haines was
recognized, and in one of
chief interest was to see what Norway's those
and graceful ehort speeches
bright
He
box.
new pitcher could do in the
which he has many times shown his
was from the New Englsnd League and
ability to make, withdrew bis name and
the lettering on his snirt spelled "Law- asked that the nomination of Mr. Ferrence." Paris found him for eight hits, nald
might be made unanimous. Mr.
but were unlucky in their batting, driv- Haines was
given tremendous applause
ing the ball straight at the tielders when by the delegates, and the remaining
hits meant runs. He struck out five business of the convention was quickly
batters and gave a good exhibition of
disposed of.
head work in his pitching.
Asher C. Hinds of Portland, well
Rich was in the box for Paris, and known as the
parliamentarian of the
pitched by far the best game of the day, national House of Representatives, and
I
He
in the face of very ragged support.
the leading parliamentary authority in
allowed Norway only four scattered bits I the United States, was chairman of the
and struck out nine men. He pulled convention, and made a very effective
Paris out of several very bad holes, but I
speech, voicing the approval of the Reunfortunately he could not play the publicans of Maine of the policies of the
whole game for them and so they lost. administration of President Roosevelt
Paris had at least five chances when a I
and of the Republican party. The genbit would have given them one or two
eral interest in the convention is shown
A bad decision by the umpire
runs.
by the fact that out of 1324 delegates enspoiled a fine opening for them in the titled to seats, 1314 were present.
HamA
fine
catch
seventh inning.
by
The nomination for state auditor was
mond in the ninth inning, after Bolster I first made. On this a contest developed,
had singled and stolen second, took
although the result hardly justified It.
away Paris' last chance to score.
Charles P. Hatch, the present incumNORWAY.
bent of the office, appointed by Governor
K.
Α Β.
A.
Κ. B.H. P.O.
Cobb, was nominated by C. S. Hichborn
0
3
0
2
5
1
I. Pike. ·.»
of Augusta, •and the nomination was
0
1
1
4
1
1)
llllugworth, c.f
of
s
0
0
1
4
o| seconded by Hon. George D. Bisbee
Hammond, Lf.
0
0 Rumford.
1
3
4
0
S. Sanborn of Portland,
Lelth, ρ
Leroy
01
0
9
1
3
1
Gammon. 1-b
ï former city auditor of that city, was
0
4
1
3
0
3
Price, 2-b
Port11110 nominated by Irving E. Vernon of
S
Bearce, 3-b
0
0
0
1
4
0) land. The tedious process of voting reLlbby, r.f
0
5
1
0
...4
Perklee, c
01 united in a ballot of 1033 for Hatch and

♦,«*.«·.

T. MeChurch, R*v.
Α. Μ ;
Γ. Α.Μ.; Υ. Ρ S. C. Κ β Λ»
(
hun-h
p.
m.;
Kvenlns service 7:00
Wednesday evening at 7 3>) p. *.
connecW4. arc cordially ln"

I

ν

Fernald

Clarence G.

CHCKCHBS.

ι'.:

The Anbora Team Wins Twice.

The base ball tournament at the fair
Morton and family of
grounds
Jul; 4th waa one of the moat
West Paris were with his mother, Mrs. successful ever held there. The
games
UIIASU THUS* MAILWAT.
L. C. Morton, over the Fourth.
were hotly contested until the very end,
COIDDieBCl&K J UDÏ ·1ι lïMii
the attendance was good and the weathof
Portland
Mr.
and
Brown
Mrs.
Fred
PARIS
TRAIS» LSAVK SOUTH
spent the Fourth with Mrs. Brown'· er, although it looked threatening, was
« «η ι·»Μ>-4 :3S A. M., dall* ; 9:50 A. M.,
all that could be asked for, the rain hold*·
parent·, Mr and Mr·. J. H. Stuart.
ing off until the last inning of the last
The meeting for organization of the
a. m.. -lally ; 3 35 p.m..
game.
Sunday, 10:13 P. *·. '«ally; W*2 A. Pari· Trust Co. will be held on Monday,
The Auburn team was a fast combinaSunday only.
the 20th inst., in New Hall, at 2 o'clock
p. m
of Edward Little

Oflke Hour#

*·

Dr. and Mr*. J. Q. Llttlefleld s peat a
few days with relative· in Bridgton laat
week.

wFharch·
Ρ^£!ίβΓρ^1
Pâ^or Prea^hln-

Βλύ·
service on

8·

β·

8unday m 10 .-30
Y· P-cfo.niert.

^
Ι^Λλο ρ iîîb eâ,0°1·12
Re?. C A. Brook*.

Kethodfit

Γ>»τ1«,

Church,

Pastor.

meeting
5pïï?îSœ.A,· Îà£ï5&T£·
evening; clue
PÇjyer meeting, Tuesday
Epworth Lea*ue· 8and*y

physician),

ί^η&"5ορ*Μ.

ÎSSS;
g^VÏÏ^^VI'sSbSïï;
s?&s&5sst£rt"
STATED MEETINGS.

ineeûn* of Oxford Lodge,
«; Befû|*r '^y Evening
Nrf'if Λ"
55ΰ·
h«fnil' J^n
before
foil moon. Oxford Boy*] Arch Chapter,
or
w®d"e*<l»y Evening,
SVft«,«5îfemb,ee
Oxford Council, B. Jt 8. M
before full
evenlnfj, after full moon. Oxford Lodge'
jMday
ηβΓβ· Wednesday evening affS
on or
on

moon.

fu°i moon!

meeting

Lodge.—Begular
mlnZZfiFV
Htl'· ever7 Tuesday Evening.
wiiîiLl
No· 21· meets In oJd
EvenXl ot7.· wDcfmpmeît·
"ec?n<1 and fourth Friday

WORLD AFFORDS.
"It gives me unbounded pleasure to
*
?
in®.,!» «»cb month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodie recommend Bucklen's Arnica Salve,"
on flrst anl thfid
says J. W. Jenkins of Chapel Hill, N. C.
month'.meete
meeting In Hathawav Block "I am convinced it's the best salve the
in Odd

BEST THE

we

»

ΜϋΪΓοίΖ'

»-K* °'J'—Retrular
V. Β, A ο S world affords.
e*«jy "Thursdav Evening.
of each
Nw- l2· œcetg thlrd Friday mtJ^S thumb, and it
mnTjfh°n'i
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33 Ρ s

It cured a felon on ray
fails to heal every
to vfhich it is apwound
of each month.
sore, burn or
plied." 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff &. Co.'s
store.
Rnet Post, No. 64, meets in drug
> f°D ,he flm Ταββ<1^ Kven,B*
Women Praia· ThU Remedy.
Many
of each
A B· «*»· Mon.
Mother Gray, a nurse In Sew York, discovered
un aromatic pleasant herb cure for women's Ills,
mc«e >» called ArBTRALIAN-LEAF. It Is the only
Weil
third
and
first
'be
a
on
certain regulator. Cures female weaknesses and
New G
Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary trou®Te°ln£e of each month.
if
Samλ"
Council
Paris
South
and
At all Druggists or by mall SO cts.
bles.
A.
u. υ,
M.—Norway
" Q· A" B" Hal1 ·"■*
ple FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le
Y.
Ν.
Roy,
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199 moot·
Ask for Allen's Foot-Kase.
f0Urth Wedne8<lny eveninge of each
A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
U. Ο. O. C.—Norway Commander? No 217 Sample Kent FREE.
Also Kree Sample of the
ThUMd»y
Koot-Eask Sanitary Corn-Pau. a new Inven
tlon. Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
C"tle· No· 2. meet. In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
1 Thureday evenings, May to
Born.

even^nff»
*np o°fnRh wr1day

Mi-o-na Means Stomach Comfort
IT'S or SPECIAL VAEUE TO MAXY HEBE
IN PARIS.

▲ notable discovery, and one that apSuits at
Drop in if you
Have you seen the new
peals especially to many people In Paris,
not regret it.
will
You
over.
them
in
look
and
a
moment
have
is the combination of stomach help
spare
trimmed.
This prepara- are nude of
the Mi-o-na treatment.
GINGHAM, PERCALE and LAWN, handiomely
of
in
cases
indigeswonders
tion works
tion or weak stomach.
with narrow brown, light and dark
white
It acts directly upon the walls of the Lawn

.«»7cvenW.lleele,DNewG·

R"mSft!i<,?KLoiS,te·No·,177·

stomach and bowels, strengthening and
stimulating them so that they readily
take care of the food that is eaten without distress or suffering.
So positive are the good effects following the use of Ml-o-na that the remedy is sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co. under an absolute guarantee to refund the

mon"h.,n(J

own

and Civil

Warm weather, poor hay crops and
*° "1β bad 'or want
rain
The shoe factories are now maklne
about one hundred dozen shoes per day
The outlook for a good season's work is

In

Norway,

°'J DeCoster,

?«i

I

the'

summer™6*1

a son.

30,

The

Ra,Ph '· Trask of I
fnd„Mre·
Mass., are enjoying a vacaWorcester,
Mr
tion with their Norway people.
Trask has an excellent position on the I
I
chosen,
Worcester

wiSl

Hay Crop

To get
Will be short at the best.
what there is you must have a good

Mowing

Machine.
Remember you

can

get

34

4

4

27

12

1

Gingham Jumper

—

OR A

Machine at

a

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

by

SINCERE THANKS

We

5-8

LADIES
complete

LowesîPricBs inOxiordCoinlv.

The"Fourth

j

NORWAY,

Shirtwaists, Globe and Regal Corsets,
Royal Worcester Adjusto Corsets,

High

Ladies'

jM«7

Grade Wilhelmina Corsets.
Children's
and Hosiery.

Under-

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

JW

}»

Store closed

day

or

for

style ?

these suits, don't fail to

on

them.

see

afternoons

Friday

during July

and

August.

Norway, Maine.

Straw and Crash

HATS

...

...

One of our Crash Hats is

almost indispensable these
hot days.
They are cool,
light and very comfortable.
50 cents buys one.
$1.00

Feather-weight Straws

to

$2.00

5c, 15c, 25c, 50c
50c
Automobile
and
Yacht
shapes,
in
Golf,
Khaki Caps
;
5°c
Other grades,
Khaki Hats,

Our assortment of Summer headgear is large and
the prices low.
F. PLUMMER, gS2&

J.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone 106-3.

You

can

have the full benefit of

checking

a

account in

The Norway National Bank of Norway, Maine,
without the

necessity

of

brings right

frequent personal

visits to the bank.

by Mail Department

Our Banking

to your door the facilities of this

Banking by

mail is

simply

the

application

strong bank.

to the use of

individual depositors of the system in vogue among banks.
In the enormous daily exchanges beIt is perfectly safe.

tween banks of different cities,

amounting

to millions of dol-

is

lats, there is never a dollar lost. This method of banking
convenient, private and time saving. It is of e>pecial advantowns who
tage to persons living in the country or smaller
want the satisfaction of dealing with an absolutely safe bank,

visit the
people not so situated that they can conveniently
bank in person. To open a mail account, call or write for
When you make your first deposit you
full information.
will receive an acknowledgment of deposit and a check
Then deposits can be made from tini* to time by
book.
mail and you will receive a written acknowledgment promptis
Your
by Capital, Surplus and

security

ly.

Undivided Profits of

guaranteed
than $92,000.

more

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of Norway, Haine.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST
why

That is

I

am

selling

so

many of

Our Own Make of Harness.
Oak stock and all hand
are made of No. ι
stitched.
My best selling harness is the nickel
The same
trimmed single strap harness at $20.
v
harness genuine rubber trimmed is $22.

They

BARGAINS! JAMES N.

FAVOR, 5Ks7S,UCKE"

All Coats and Suits
Boots
Evangeline
Just Half Price.
and Oxfords $3.00
BEST PRINTS 6c.

»

J«J«

—

APRON QINGHAHS 7c.
prices

good

I
!

Street,

hot

a

Mail.
by
Deposits
W.O. Frothingham's|
Optioian.

taction

3.98

Suits in Khaki and Linen Finish, semi-fitted coat with four patch pockets,
$4-49
full skirt with deep hem, was $5 9S, now
and
buttons,
cutis
blue
collar,
Suits, white Linen Finish, 32 inch coat with
full plaited skirt with 7 inch fold, very pretty, was $6 98, now $5.24
Other suits in light and dark Mue with striped skirt, same price.

White and Brown

HILLS,

Y

to

OXFORDS

l^ood.

Spring B^

you money

can save

Duck and Canvas

service]

suitable for

more

Outing Suits.

Monday,
Friday.

me up-to-the-minute Bakery,

|

$1.98

White Dress Skirts of Indian Head and Duck, several styles, some plaited,
$ .98, 1.9S, 2.50, 2.9S, 3.98
others with folds,
White Linen Skirts, several styles, extra full, some with two and three
$2.98, 3.50, 4.50, 4.98
folds,

by

punth
punch

Norway,

[

hem

notice at

Hobbs' Variety Store

Jones006

deep

White Dress Skirts.

What is

moment's

Hot Rolls

was!

$2·75

—

goods

HI.,
Wednesday

with white

skirt with

Several other styles from

Walter A. Wood

PARIS BAKERY.

instructor'

piped

and dark blue and tan, jumpers trim-

plain light
piping, flaring

Suits in

med with tucks and bands with

ΓκϋΓ,Λη Τ,0 8ί0ρ'

morning.11

bias straps

a

Died.
200 for Sanborn.
The new state committee was
SOUTH PARIS.
Telegram.
take
should
ind it was voted that they
In Paris, July 5, Mrs. John Nesl, aged 30 years.
An alarm was sent in from box 14
A.B. Κ. Β II. P.O. Α. Κ
Penfold-Lord.
In North Waterford, June -23, Charles Eugene,
10
0
4
:harge of affairs at once. Heretofore it
on SuDday evening!
Cole, 2-b
J I las
Infant son of Guy Bancroft.
White roses predominated in the wed- Wilton, Lf.
0
0
4
0
been the custom to choose the com- about 10 0 clock.
was in Geo
fire
The
In
Hiram, June 19, Ephralm D. Fletcher, aged
1
0
2
11
4
0
ding of Ralph B. Penfold of South Paris Rich, ρ
nittee to begin their service on the first Locke β ell and was soon extinguished. 72
0
1
1
3
0
4
years.
3 b
and Miss Julia E. Lord of North Water- Wheeler,
committee
old
the
)f
0
I
0
1
6
0
4
January following,
W. Pike, 1-b
Small damage («100), Insured. Cause
0
0 · neanwhile serving for the campaign. By
0
1
0
ford, at high noon of Tuesday, June 30, Parlio, c.f
4
I
0
by explosion of lamp.
110
0
3
Bolster, rJ
at the home of the bride's parents, Mr
the
new committee becomes
the
the
change
was at
0
10
2
0
1
Archdeacon
4
Seymour
I.ane.c
and
bride
The
the
and Mrs. John F. Lord.
0
1 charged with the responsibility of
1
3
0
3
Itawdon, s.8
Osborne low
3
3
Episcopal church Sunday and conducted
groom stood under an arch of evergreen
^resent campaign. The committee is as services. The church was very pretty
susG
a
β
with
8
*23
0
white
34
with
roses,
Totale
decorated
Osborne high
3
3
by
'olio we:
choir
The
flowers.
and
with plants
pended wedding bell of white roses, and •Llbby oat, tried to bunt on third tttrlke.
was from the members of the Guild
BUY THE BEST, IT COSTS Osborne since 1902.. 3 by 3 3-16
Androscoggin—Frank H. Brlggs, Auburn.
above a horseshoe, also of white roses.
Caribou.
Aroostook—Carl C. Kin?,
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills left by auto
Score by Innings.
NO MORE.
The bride, who was gowned in white
Cumberland—Carroll W. Morrill. Portland.
Everything clean, Worcester Buckeye.. .3 by 3 ι·8 n.
for a few days' visit with Mrs. Hills'
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9—Total.
Kranklln—Harry Β Austin. Phillips.
iace over pink silk, also carried a
3 by 3 1-8
brother and sister and Mr. Hills' father pure and wholesome. All food guar- Adriance.
I Hancock—Η. E. Hsinlln, Elleworth.
0 1110 0 10 x—4
Norway,
bouquet of white roses.
Kennebec—Byron Bovd. Augusta.
Thursday
^
0 0 0-0
Waldoboro'
0 0 0 0 0
stale.
...0
South
Parln,
South
Paris,
class.
of
Warren.
first
McCormick
Morton
anteed
Nothing
3 by 3 3-16
Mrs. W. P.
Knox—Natha'n'cl P. Eastman.
Sacrifice bite, Bearce, BolK.irned run», 0.
Lincoln—William G Thompson, Bristol.
mother of the groom, played the wedRich 1 ; off Lelth
Fresh
3 1-4
3
E. Norseworthy is
daily.
Oxford—A. E. Steams, Rumford.
Arthur
Deering
The ster. Flrat base on ball*, off
from
Lohengrin.
march
ding
0. Left on baees, Soutb Parle 9; Norway 9.
Penobscot—Henrv W. Mayo, Hampden.
for the new band at Oxford. Mr. Norse-1
a
Milton
Rev.
base
on
First
Wood
Pike.
I.
Brownvllle.
Price
to
was
3
Johnstone.
Double
M.
play*.
performed by
ceremony
Piscataquis—Ε.
Pari» 1 ; Norway 0. Hit by pitched 1 Sagadahoc—Albert H. Shaw, Bath.
worthy understands the work and he I
McAlister, using the single ring service. error», south 1.
Rich 9; by Lelth
Falrfleld.
marked
Struck
Rich
out,
is
band
by
G.
Weeks,
the
ball,
that
making
by
Somerset—George
reports
I
The ring used was the wedding ring of 5. Umpire, Record. Scorer, Thayer.
Waldo—A.I. Brown, Belfast.
improvement.
the groom's m >ther, which was placed
Washington—Geo. A. Murchle, Calais.
PARIS
7.
WEST
The union missionary meeting at the I
AUBURN
Saco.
8;
These sections are made with soft
York—Willis B. Emmons,
on her finder on the 30?b of June just
on
hardest
was
Congregational church Monday evening at ·Ί:30 P.
This game proved to be the
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stripes, fancy jumper trimmed with
material, extra full skirt with fold, only

DEERING

to the wife of Frank E.

In Anson, June SO, by Rev. J. V*. Roberts, Mr·
Leo W. Farrar of Paris and Miss Florence May
Roberts of Anson.
In South Framlngham, Mass., June 30, by Rev.
H W. Carr.Mr. wnium K. Holmes of South
Paris and Miss Alice I. Frost of South Framingham.
In North Waterford, June 30, by Rev. Milton
Mc A lister, Mr. Ralph B. Penfold of South Paris
and Mine Julia E. Lord of North Waterford.
In Dlxfleld, June 30, by Rev. E. VV. Webber,
Mr. Adolph Walters of New York and Mies
Josephine M. Marsh of Dlxfleld.

Paris, Me.

Tel. 9101-4.
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.$2.50
and fold, only
Snits of black and white, brown and white gingham, jumper has
box Jumper
and fancy
money if it fails to cure. A 50-cent
plaits front and back, handsomely trimmed with insertion
of Mi-o-na will do the good the stomach
$3·9§
edging* skirt with bias fold, only
needs, which is simply to make it do its

S>7

evening?66'8

Smiley's?

Jumper

never

minV

JUMPER 5UITS!

just

pieces

Sincerely

IS. B.&Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Ol Main »t.·

Norway,

Maine.
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fit perfectly and are comfortable.
for your money if you buy
value
full
You are sure to get
them. Hundreds of people in the vicinity will tell you tHat
is

always right.

these statements
way

or

They

are

Paris where

correct.

they

can

This is the

be found.

only

store in

Nor-

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Tolopliou·

11β·β<

Picture Frames

Manure

Spreaders !
carload we get
count which we

give

to

the

them

see

buyer. Call

and

placing

before

your order.

Sepia

and Oil

No. 191.—Puzzle Picture.
This illustrates the nursery rhyme,
MA dlllar, a dollar, a 10 o'clock scholar."

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS.

SON,

L. M. TUFTS,

The mounds may
saucers.
ed or covered with sliced

If In want of any kln<l of Finish for Inside ot
>ut»Me work, send In your orders. Fine Luna
tier an<l Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

CHANDLER,

W.

Find the schoolmaster.

Maine.

Wert Sumner.

MANHOOD AND
WOMANHOOD,
knowdull and stupid,
ing that their eyes alone made
them averse to study and
never

activity.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer

odd patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

to

sell

goods

our

in

?hick.

the

Squares

^h'he^j^of
wh,tef°r
Jo

Willard M'f'g Co.,

WANTED
Faitn

is the choice of every girl who has
tasted it. The reason Is sim-

an

be had.

Address.
«
m9

.DAMYSHIt»

ever

high-grade

IrboSuÎjSo*
Business

for sal·. Not particular «boat location.
With to heur from owner only who
will sell direct to buyar.
Give price,
description and state when potscssioa

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

pure,

or

M.T.

materials.

J. H. Fletolier, Furnished House for
Confectioner. Norway. Me.

Opp· "Him

STATE

COUNTY or OXFORD,

AT PARIS MILL.

Houao.

8H.

.June-6th, A. O. l'JOb.
Taken this ASth clay of June, A. D. 190:*, on
execution dated June lut. \. U. 190$, t-*ue«l on
a judgment rendered by the Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of Androscoggin, at the term thereof begun ami held on
the third Tuesday of April, A. 0.liW, to wit, on
the 39th, day of May. A. I). lyos. In favor of
George B. Masked Co., of Lewlston, In the
County of AnilrowoïglD, acalnct M J. Smith A
George S. Smith, both of W Inthrop, In the County of Kennebec, for sixty-nine dollar·» ami
ninety cent», debt or damage. ami tlfteen dollar·
and sixty-three rent*, cot>t* of null, and will be
(told at public auction at the Sheriff'· Oth.-e In
Paris, In said County of Oxford, to the highest
bidder, on the thirty tlrst day of July, A. O.
19»», at one o'clock In tbe afteruoon. the following described real estate a<vl all the right. title

part

W

m.

T.

EDWIN Κ

OLDHAM.
25 27

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby rives notice that he has
been duly ap|H>tnted administrator of the estate
of
GEO KO Ε Ο. Ko BIN SON, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· a* the law directs. All persons having
demand» against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ΟΕΟΚΘΕ L. WILDER.
June 16th, 1900.

USX· Early

Riser·
The famous little pUla.

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

to

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
buy for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $135 to $175.

Square pianos

Nice instruments.

other musical merchandise.
a

good

for

$15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
catalog of playerpianos. Here is

Write for

trade in musical instruments.

Wheeler,

W. J*.

•Rintrigs Block,

South Parie,

PLEASE

Maine.

In

Keep

When in want of

anything

MIND!

in oar lines give us

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Qlass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paint*,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,
Liqnid Filler,

We have some new line· of paints which we believe

Paroid

Oil,
Varnishes,
Turpentine,

Floor Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Boofing«-The best of all

roofings. THE

Linieed

Brashes.

to

be most desirable.

TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.
Screen Doors aad Window Screens—We make

Regular sizes

mike

to order.
The kind that lasts.
Have your veranda screened in. We
hinges, screen door catches, Ac.

of doors in stock.

sell wire screon cloth, spring
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first olass wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
Telephone· and Electrical Supplies—We have just received a barrel of "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
eoutb Parla.

ope™

CIO

fipflam.

CLARA

or

Hall, Jr., Attorney.

as^pud-

«medi-

room

NOTICE OF FORECLOSrRE.
\v 11KKK AS, Hiram H. Ollhara, of Peru, Oxford County. State of Maine, by hie mortgage
deed, dated 13th June, 1ί<82, and recorded In the
Oxford Couutv KegUtry of Deeds, Hook 1ST,
conveyed to Lark Llbbv "a certain
pa^'c
parcel of land situated In Peru, In tlie County of
Oxford, State of Maine, described as follows,
viz.
being all and the same that the said Lark
Ltbby deeded to me this day being my homestead farm where my building» were burnt"
(which property 1* a part of the Daniel Oldham
farm, being the idiare which said Daniel Oldham
conve ed to Axel Oldham, who In turn conveyed
to said Lark Llbliy); which mortgage was thereaftTwards, to wit. on the J6th day of February,
IsyT, assigned by the said Laik Llbby to me by
his argument recorded In said Oxford Registry
of Deeds, Hook 215, page 108 ; and whereas the
condition of Mid mortgage haa been broken,
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
conoltloa thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Bath, Maine, June 11,19U3.

and Interest which the said M. J. smith A
George S. Smith has and had In and to tbe same
on the eighteenth day of December, A. D. 1907,
at two o'clock In the afternoon, the time when
the tame was attache·! on the writ In the same
suit, to wit : \ certain lot or parrel of land with
the building- tbereou, situated In Peru. In the
(oid and State of M ilne, at DickCounty of
vale, so-called, and bounded as follows, to wit:
Northeaaterly by the homestead farm of Oilver
O. Tracy; Northwesterly by the homestead farm
of Charles J. Tracy; Southerly by northerly lot
Une of E. H. Lovejoy. and David L. Chenery;
and easterly by laml of said David L. Chenery;
Uie «âme being the former homestead farm of
the said May J. Smith, containing seventy acres,
more of lens, and the same premises conveyed to
the said May J. Smith by John A. Putnam by
warranty deed, dated September 11th, A. D.
WILBL'K L. ΚΛΚΚΛΚ,
1*β.
M-M
Deputy Sheriff.

Pianos

Rent|

furnished house for
the whole of the
summer and fall months at a very
reasonable price. Address :
MRS. EMILY A. STOVVE,
Paris, Maine.
25-2S
A six

rent for a

MAINE.

OF

qUIChave

Haine.

Lewiston,

—

—

towns of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
of
and
construction
shape
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

MAINE.

£the *»tea
V.°rp,ÎM,''thick-

Tbej.dd

one

W. WALKER & SON

A.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

ple:

all the above to be served with

»■*".,»

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with
Is

up stock.

NORWAY,

jelly;

cream and sugar.
ffl
No. 192.—Mesostich.
If you happen to have on hand suffi
downward
read
letters
cient cold boiled rice, it can be mashod
The central
will give the name of a fragrant flower. with a fork in a little hot milk and cov1. A fair woman, who was the cause ered closely on back of stove or in slow
It may then be
oven fifteen minutes.
of much warfare.
ι used as if freshly cooked.
2. A wrong and illegal act
Next on the emergency list is stale
8. A celebrated physician.
cake. If yon have enough, cut tnree4. A continuous line of cars.
inch squares from a loaf, heat betw®*"
5. A philosopher and essayist
tins closely covored In the oven,
serve with any good
pudding sauce,
adapting the sauce to the sort of cake
No. 193.—Dissected Word.
used. If the cake has been baked In litMv first is an act of burial; my sec- tle tine all the better. The
plain, light
ond means to alter; uiy (bird is the cakes call for
liquid or semi-liquid sauce,
comthree
the white fruit cakes and tbe dark cakea
power to accomplish. My
bined means to alter for something are better with creamy or hard
else.
Whipped cream lightly swe*ten®'* d
flavored is good with nearly all cakes an
puddings, including hot gingerbread.
No. 194.—Charade.
PUDDING SAUCE.
My first Is Rlways found, I'm sure. In
studies of art,
I have a standard foundation for a hot
And to the beauty of the room It adds no
sauce for emergencies which is quickly
little part.
and can be turned easily Into
My second Is an artiele. and when a
lemon, orange, etrawberry, jelly, chocoblond you've passed
Most dexterously placed o'er her hall late or cream sauce simply by 'be add
tion of those fruits or flavnrs
you'll often see my last.
My whole beat time to many a dance fol It is made with a cup of boil ng water, a
Spaniard, Turk and Moor.
ball cupol
Though you never may have heard It, and a small
lump of butter. It is thick
you've guessed It now, I'm sure.
ened with about a teaspoon of cornstarch
—St. Nicholas.
wet up smoothly with cold water. Boil
tru.tor
atleait t.., mi-ut*,
No. 195.—Word Puzzle.
jelly and set back to keep hot. But add
Fill the first two blauks with words
flavoring only shortly before ββΓΤ'η8·
of the same pronunciation, but of difAnother way of using stale cake is to
ferent meaning and spelling or of dif- cut three-inch squafSs about an inch
ferent meaning and same spelling: 1
Spread half the squares with
raarmaas he turned in at the sliced fresh fruits, or preserves,
knew his
lad β», or stiff jellies; cover each with
to show him my
and I
one of the remaining squares and top
that I had
It was a precious
each with a generous mound of 8*eete
by hard labor. It was a rich, dark ed and flavored whipped cream. Or, the
patiently nud long
-, and I had
may be hollowed with a spoon
to fiud how to produce it.
the hole filled with fresh or canned1 fruit,
or suitable preserves and completed witb
whipped cream as before.
No. 196.—Rhymed Charade.
Dates cut fine and mixed with cake
Within my second in sword and cape
crumbs and lemon juice make a good
He waits on my first by the Are:
filling. If cream be lacking, prepare the
Shrill sounds my third—it doth Inspire
three inch squares
A plan for his escape.
Scenes like these at my whole you may malade and cover thickly
see.
egg and sugar beaten very stiff, as
They're enjoyed by some most heartily.
lemon pie frosting. Place in buttered
dripping pan, at least one inch apart,
Where the Sandman Lives.
and brown lightly on the grate in a
This Is the secret that Billy Blink
even used part of a freshly
Told to his little sister Sarah:
"Tho sandman flies here quicker 'n a baked lot of little cakes to serve
wink
diniis- and in one case of stringent
Each night from the desert of Sahara."
necessity, with the bread knife heated in
boiling water, blocks were cut from a
warm loaf of inexpensive cake without
Key to th· Puzzler.
injuring it in the least.
No. 1S1.—Square Words:
Any of these preparations of cake can
8.
2.
1.
also be made by using stale bread, withBIN
IRIS
out crust, soaked in a sweetened custard
BOUE
and browned lightly. Add the fruit or
1DR
REST
OVAL·
preserve, cover with the whiw°fe&K
and sugar as before and brown in oven
Ν Ε X
ISLE
MASS
When making pies, roll out and bake
OAT
6
Κ
STXr
I L
several pie shells more than you
ately need. They will keep several days
Να 182.—Diamond:
and are great time savers when you wish
lemon or chocolate pie or an
to
D
fruit tart piled with whipped

îîïde

Wool Carpets
to clot* out

well-flavored pears, sliced bananas. datee
stoned and cut In halves, fresh berries,
or even nice prunes halved and stoned
after cooking. The rice rings may be
filled with the same fruits or with orange
marmalade, apple ginger or any η ce

Κ ached Hard Wood Floor Board· for Bale.

E.

be surround-

peaches, juicy,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

In most case· for having some
Most of them
eye defect.
show no other sign of eye
trouble, and grow to

|®η^

Airain, plain boiled rice may be arranged in mounds or thick rings 1 η deep

Also Window & Door Frames.

UNFORTUNATE

!,pgen

XK

I will furnUh DOOBS wl WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.

THEY ARE

r«qu^°&nthe

lemon rick.

Builders' Finish I

To look to the care of their
pupils' eyes. Many children
dull, do not like to study,
and are called numbskulls.

j

Into a saucepan put a cup and a hallf of
water and half the peel of a lemon, cut
in tiny sbrede. When it boils, add onehalf cup of sugar and let it boil
it Is a thin syrup. Then add the
lemon pulp cuf in little bits. Let it boil
up sharply a few minutes, then set back
where it will keep warm. Pour over
rice when served.

CHANDLER,

E. W.

D I Α Μ Ο M D
DKOWN
ANN
D

183.—Double Acrostic: Marcus
Cicero, Initials of first row, Marcus.
No.

Cross
Initials of tlfth row,
words: 1. Médical. 2. Ability. 3. ReG.
5. Undergo.
4. Cancels.
becca.
Succors.
No. 184.—Kiddle: Spring.
No. 185.—'Transposing the Star.
Cicero.

LATE

The death of Qrover Cleveland recallDesserts.
ed to members of the Portland CamberI am my own cook, and «abject to land Club the laat evening Hon. Thomas
frequent and prolonged Interraptlone at B. Reed spent there. He started for
any time during the day. IneviUblyl New York the next morning and his
often find myself facing d»n°®r *
death occurred a few months later.
hour away and no dessert in eight. This
Mr. Reed said that in President Clevenave
forces me to quiok action, and I
land's last administration he reached
in
the
found It a help to keep hanging
Washington early one morning and saw
kitchen a list of desserts
a man walking up the platform in a
for
time
shortest possible
preparation.
state of great excitement. He spoke to
First on this list Is plain junket, *bich him ana the man recognized him at
In ten minutes and set-cool- once. He told him that he had come to
can be made
™
toK in
pan of cold water m a shaded Washington to make a last effort to see
window. Try grating crystainzed President Cleveland in behalf of his son.
The boy was accused, he said, of murginger on top of each mold. Serve wun
der and had been convicted. Later dv
velopments made it certain that another
are so many simple ways of preparing it committed the crime, and he bad letters
from the presiding justice at the trial,
the district attorney and the members of
the jury, asking for Executive clemency,
but he had been unable to get access to
thnee who like the cocoanut flavor. An
other agreeable variation Is lemon rice.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

IT 15 THE
DUTY OF
SCHOOL TEACHERS

S.

3.

time.—Chatterbox.

specialty.

a

[OP

FBUIT 8H0BTCAKKS.

Last on my list are the fruit shortcakes. The best and surest recipe I
have found, wbich serves two people, is
as follows: one cup of flour, two level
tablespoons of shortening, one-half level
tablespoon of engar, one-quarter teaspoon of salt, three level teaspoons of

baking powder.

Rub together with tips

of Angers, and add enough water to
make a batter which spreads easily with
the spoon on bottom of tin about six
inches by twelve. It must be baked in a
hoi oven. Two favorite varieties in our
family are orange and peach. I have
never had a failure with it if the conditions were fulfilled.
And if your John wants the "name of
this concoction," give him a name without hesitation, the funnier the better;
and if he is like my John and little
John, the laugh which follows will at
least aid digestion.—Good Housekeep-

ing.

Hints.

of

For ·»!·

by *11 oraggUta.

successfully

on onr

table.

·

·

·

Reception.

reception
One nlglit Samos«t and Skal-lal-afrom the start
toote
lay upon their bearskins listenThe Soap Bubblers, but recently ortbe frogs lu the pond near by.
to
ing
ganized, wltb Phil Thompson as head
"Do you know how there came to be
Bubbler, Hurry Baker as chief cornufrogsV" asked Samoset
copia, the minor Bubblers occupying
"Yes: my people have a frog story,"
well as
The Soap Bubblers'

was a

minor odd titled positions, as
Bubblers occupying no positions at all,
had resolved that the ancient and honorable amusement of blowing soap
bubbles was sadly In need of reformation and, further, that it was their

mission to reform it
Thus it came to pass that on this
late blustery winter evening tbe interior of Masonic hail presented such
a scene of brilliancy as had rarely
been equaled within Its historic walls.
Tbe magiclau's wand had hardly

blushlugly stepped

|p

block of wood set fast in the middle

he was greeted with
"Did that lady make a complaint of the big pan
cheers and cries of "What are
loud
her
for
thief
sneak
that
stealing
against
you going to do there. Roy?"
jewelry?"
Phil promptly began to answer this
"No. She said she'd rather lose it
than explain what she was doing when Tolley of questions by lowering a hoop
he entered. She was gossiping over tbe over the little Bubbler until it lay lrn

sale by all druggista.

merged

iu the pan of soap

mixture.

"Oh!" cried the Bubblers in unison.
"Phil's going to put Roy lu a soap bub-

ble!"
Amid a profound silence Phil started
to lift the hoop, but after raising
It a short distance the film broke
with a peculiar noise, sounding like
"w-h-e-e-p." "W-h-e-e-p" went the film

r.galn. wheep, wheep."
Suddenly there was η swish, a flashing gleam of silvery light, and Leroy
Kimball, the Jolliest of the Bubblers,
looked smilingly upon the audience
from within a soap tilm house.—Hartford Courant.

How It Got Ita Name.
There is a handsome kind of furniture called buhlwork, which consists of
wood, shell or other materials, pierced
and inlaid with metal, pearl or other
contrasting substances. Many persons
wonder where the name came from
n::d what it means. It Is one of the
hundred cases where the naine of the
D.lrrinator was given to a process or
product. Andre Charles Buhl, who was
employed by Louis XIV. of Frunce In
embellishing the palace of Versailles.
Invented the art of making furniture in
;lils way, and the name comes from
h I in.
An Afternoon Call.
An old witch w«nt a-walking
And called upon a hag.
She hung her bonnet on her head
And round her neck a bag.
To hear those two a-talklng
Was funny. I deolare.
But I couldn't tell you what about,
Bocause I

wasn't there.

—Washington Post.

Whereabouts of the Tall.

L.'ttle Dot

was

drawing

a

picture

It
with pen and Ink on her paper.
turned out to be a cat without α tall.
"Where is the tallV" asked the
mother.
She looked puzzled for α moment and

Ihon replied:
"Why, It's In the Ink l>ottle yet"

Marion's Dream.
I fought I had two klttyklns.
All striped with bliie and red.
And when I called them in to lunch
Each one stood on her head.
And then I fought they ran and ran
And chased their tails about
And climbed up on the mantelshelf
And blew the oandlee out.

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters regularly, never suffer the sicknesses that come from a deranged sys-

answered Skcl-Ial-a-toote.
"We have one. too," said Samoset

80 Samoset told tills story:
The water In the brook had dried,

and the poor eartli

people

were

of thirst

Charles R. Tihbetf s, late of
Frreburg, de.
ceased ; first account presented for allow.in<
i,y
Portland Trust tompsnv,
trustee, tl
Harry Butler, president of said company.
.·

Cordelia It. Everett, late of llebp>u,
Stomach, liver and bowels and ccated; will and petttlon for probat·
t> » r> f
presented
of
condition
perfect named. by K. J. Kverett, the ex< «-utor ti.< :· \i.
blood are kept in a
dylnp
healthfulness by this useful medicine.
Eimna L.

Ilubbell, late of hlxiV. !,

the standard family remedy. ceased; petition that George Waters ^r π.,·
other suitable person be unpointed as ηΊ'ΜιιΙ»
At your dealers, 3f»c.
trator of the estate of «aid deceased
|-1 <·-· :,t»·.!
by George Waters.

They

before!"

are

Cora E. Wallter, late of l.ov. Γ.
Itetltlon that Amelia Τ Walker >>r
't
-uillable person l>·· appoint»·: a
··..
•if the estate of said deceased
present
Amelia T. Walker, a creditor.
I.izxle s. Uavu of Denmark, a war'!,
first
>unt presented for allowance i>y Κ wu; I.
Winders Kayan, guaplian.
Tlielina A. and Tlirrrolil It. tndreiv*
ntf
of Stow, minors; petition for Ιν,·η
t
convey real estate presented by Mu.'r.t I
Andrews, guaptlan.

Watch Bargains.

Then one of the tribe said: "Lot us
send our bravest warrior Into the north.
Let him go to tbe land from which the
spring comes and ask why the water

Fine
Key

has failed."
Now. Glooskap had seen the suffering
of his people and had already made up
his mind to help them, and while they
were at council lie bounded in upon

see

them.

S. Rlohnrds.

KILLthe COUCH

*»»

CURE

LUNC8

the

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

terror.

"1
"I-'ear me not." said Glooskap.
have come to help you I will χο Into
the IJTnd of the north, and I will ask
the people why the water of the brooks

—··

·■

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem

Please call and

them.
He was terrible to behold, for he had
horns upon his head. and a terrible
mask covered his head.
lie lux) tomahawks in Ills bands, and
from Ids Imek tallied a long string of
fiercest feathers.
At lirsi the council was struck with

FOR Cold8

J3&.

8

,·

Arllne 1>. Crocker of Paris, mi: or;
account presented for al'.owaii
I:

:.·1
I

s<

Davis, guarllan.

Nellie M. Itowker of l'a·
account «resented for allow.in
Haply otii rwlee Itowker, j-'u.ir

I

<

Arabella Carter, late o! I'arl-.
tlnal account present»··! lor
«
It. Carter ami Perclval ·!. l'arrl-, tri.-ι

Henry Vary, late of Pari-,
iccour.t present» d forallowam ··
man, executor.

by

M.

I·

Elizabeth A. Davis, late of |i
cease-l; llrst and final account pre->Tit
low :ncc by Edward .1 Kajran, e\i ;t·

,r

James P· Dnlley, late of < ar.l
iKitlilon for .in al owancc out oi |
pr< scnted by I»al-y II. Dalley,

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Eliza
late of
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY· tlon that Francis,
A■ E. M. n tnoug
1 able person
be appointe·!
OR MONET REFUNDED.

has failed."
Then Glooskap set off Into the land
of the north. 11 it.l when he strode into
the northern village he roaivd: "Send
the chief to me! Tell me. why does th
water of the brook fall the people In

-r

il.

·..

.t,

w

Per,..
a*

the e-tate of -util ceecased pic

a

II

t

,t

Miuebucr, a sl*ter.
Lorenzo I». Tliompson,
tlel'i, deceased ; final account presented for allowance by Kred Κ.
i:
r.
ADDISON Κ. IIKKIUCK.Ju
il ·Μ< ο .it.
\ true copy—Attest:
ALBERT I). PAIJK, Itolster

the valley?"
Then the chief rolled out of his wig
with tin
wain and came to speak

strange guest.

Never was there such a chief a>
this! He was fat and lazy. His head
was tlat. his eyes bulged out. ami hi
mouth β tret;· hod from ear to ear.
"Tell me." Glooskap roared ngnlu
"why does the water of the brook t'ai'

the people of the

by Henry Davis,

tem.

"liow can It have happened?" thej
asked. "Surely the water never fallec
us

1906.

31,

PROBATE SOTICEe.

To all persons Interest»! In eltber of the Estaw·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. bel<l at Paris, in ami
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl
Tuesday of
June, lu the year of our LopI one thousand
nine hundred and eight.
The following matter
l>ccn
for
the
action thereui>on
having
presented
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby Okdkkkh
That notice thereof l>e given to al< persons in
terested, by causing a copy of thU onlcr to be
oubllshcd three weeks
successively In the Οχ.
fori Democrat, a
newspaper published at .Vmih
Paris, In said County, that they may at>|>ear ai a
Probate Court ttf Ι)β held at said
l'art-, on
the third Tuesday of July, A. I).
l.««, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and I* beard
there
on if they see cause.

"I have used the true 'L. F.' Bitten
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which I was greatly afflicted beKill· D. Penley, late of
fore I used the Bitters."
llumfopl, ,t«.
ceased; final account presentc·! for allowance
F. L. Strout.
executor.

tuccess

_

Caught.

Steep Falls, Me., July

AN INDIAN LEGEND.

—

—

Dure,

fîitf

the proper official of the department
justice, and his only hope was in seeing
fallen when there arose forty-seven
President Cleveland at once.
Uis boy would die that day, he said, large bubbles from forty-seven golden
unless the President pardoned him.
cornucopias held In the hand of fortyMr. Reed looked through the papers
seven rosy cheeked
boys and girls
the father handed him, saw that the
standing by
case was as he said, and he said: "I will
twenTy-four litgo with you to the Executive mansion.
tle oblong taPresident Cleveland is an early riser and
bles.
A cry of
we shall find him at work."
delight swept
They did find the President at work
round tbe hall,
and Speaker Reed introduced the father,
forty-seven more
explained the necessity for immediate
action, and the President said: "I shall
bubbles rose,
be glad to look through the papers."
and still another
Speaker Reed said that Mr. Cleveland
ehower of Irithe
of
that
took the first letter,
presiddescent spheres
ing justice, read it, docketed it and then
glittered in the
took down a blank, wrote a telegram,
eurroundlug brilpressed a button and said to the secreliancy before
tary who answered to the call: "Have
the Bubblers setthat sent at once and bring me the reply
as soon as it is reoeived."
tled down to tbe
The President continued to look over
business of tbe
the letters, and in less than fifteen covered in kittens
evening.
minutes a telegram was handed to him.
WITH A HUBBLE.
ΚθΓ this OCCSHe read it, and kept on examining the
elon every member had promised to
papers.
and
Mr. Reed said that his impassive face perform at least one bubble trick
showed no sign of his purpose, but sud- to perform it well. Eddie Stark showed
denly he said : "Excuse me, Mr. Speak- a top spinning within a bubble and
er," and gave him a cigar. He then Minnie Sargent seated opposite —a
passed a cigar to the father of the con- beautiful rose within another.
demned boy. Mr. Reed said :
Then Phil, the head Bubbler, stepped
"That settled it. I knew that no man
on the platform and was uproariously
on God's earth would give another a
lie announced he would
cigar if he proposed to have his son greeted.
show the Bubblers how to make large
executed."
The President, he said, docketed tho bubbles without blowing them!
last paper, took down a blank, filled it
The pandemonium lucreased when
out and handed it to the father, saying: six Bubblers, with Harry Baker lead"There is the pardon you asked for, and
lug. formed iu procession and walked
you will have ample time to catch the on to the platform, carrying between
train."
them two large galvanized iron pans
"But will they bang him, Mr. Presinine feet In circumdent, if anything happens, and I don't (each measuring
ference). five children's wooden hoops,
get there?" said the father.
President Cleveland replied with a a number of copper and brass rings,
smile that be bad wired the United two shinlug pailfuls of soap and water
States marshal that he
proposed to already mixed and—think of it!—not a
pardon tho young man, ordered a stay of pipe, tube or cornucopia of any kind!
execution and bad received an acknowlAfter a few words explanatory of
edgement from the marshal of the re- the evolution of the soap bubble from
ceipt of bis telegram.
to Its present one
"And they won't go on with the exe- the clay pipe etage
a wire ring Into the soluPhil
dipped
father.
the
anxious
cution?" said
"Not after the President of the United tion and, gently sweeping it before
States has pardoned him," said the him, cast off a bubble twice the size
President. The grateful father sobbed of his head. Every Bubbler boy gave
out his thanks and left the room.
a cry of satisfaction at this, and it
Greatly moved himself, Speaker Reed looked as though all the Bubblers
watched the President. Mr. Cleveland
might tling their golden cornucopias
rose, walked to a window and stood on to the
stage, when the master of the
there until he bad maetered his emotion,
tossed off live large
and then Mr. Heed said : "He came back soap and water
and told me about a duck bunting trip bubbles in succession, not only from
the sume ring, but from the same film!
of the week before."
Mr. Heed paused and then said in bis
Almost Immediately Phil's assistants
—there were five of them—followed Ills
peculiar way :
"Benjamin Harrison would have lis- example, aud from that time on the
tened to the father, but the boy would
stage was continuously aglow with the
have been executed, saved or lost before
brilliant spheres.
Ilarry Baker now
first
the
have
would
he
gone through
came forward with the dab's two kitpaper."—Ex.
tens and set them on a dry block of
wood resting In the center of one of
The Act of Dying.
the lurge uine foot pans, now filled
Before the animals
IS with soapy water.
REASONS FOR BELIEVING THAT IT
could move Phil quickly lifted a hoop
AN EASY MATTER.
from the pan aud In a twinkling covered both kittens
Id
Ilarper'a.)
(Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
over with a glo
The mere ultimate process of dying
rious h u b b I e
may be a relatively easy matter. Any
"First kittens evill
has
been
who
long
probably
person
er inside u soap
suffers more on any given day in bis life,
bubble!"
Hurry
than be will suffer in tbe act of departannounced, Just
ing from bis body. It is probable that a
broken bone, a delirious fever, a disorus the little kits
dered vital organ may cause more anguish
sturted to wade
I have my
than tbe final struggle.
ubout within the
doubts whether the last pang is as bad
iridescent dome
We are told by surgeons
as it seems.
Phil
sphered
that chloroformed patients may give apthw'in over a seeparent evidence of acute agonies which
I.KIÎCn ΚΙΜΒΛΙ-L
0„(j nmj eyeu a
they do not feel; death itself is often an
i.ooiiicn foutii.
third time, when
anesthetic so merciful that what people
call "living trouble'1 is obviously a worse the pussies, excited by their uproarious
matter.
surroundings, offered decided objecI, for instance, who have never fainted tions to beiug imprisoned any more.
and never been anesthetized in my life,
Bubblers aiid audience were
have twice become from serious causes Then
to an exhibition of what were
treated
have
and
I
short
unconsoious for a
time,
to
over
make
I
could
that
wished
often
perhaps the largest bubbles that have
Harry Baker was
some recoiling soul whose name has been ever been made.
beard ringing upon the last roll call, tbe especially fortunate, and at the end
unepeakable comfort which that brief of a very excltiug contest with Phil
experience has given me. There was no succeeded In sphering the pan over
pang—no terror—no time, no chance for from brim to brim. Realize, if you
either. One seemed to glide gently and
that this bubble measured over
swiftly down a warm abyss, flower please,
scented, grass grown, safe and benefi- nine feet iu circumference.
Ooe
"Leroy Kimball!" uow shouted out
cent, into unutterable content.
drifted into ectasy beside which the Harry Baker. "Leroy Kimball!" And a
deepest joys of consciousness are poor, minute later there walked on to the
pale things.
stage the youngest, shortest and JolIf one in trntb should evade the body llest Bubbler In the club. Everybody
would
stand
death
a
in such
moment,
knew Roy, and as the little fellow
chosen as the supreme delight of living.
the square
on

An experienced glove woman told me back fence at the time."
"Well?"
the other day how to protect gloves
"She was afraid she'd have to repeat
when the hands perspire. Keep a roll
of absorbent cotton on your dressing tbe gossip in court."
|
table, and slip a bit of it between the
"Tbe idea," exclaimed Miss Paeeay,
palm of your hand and the glove. The "the idea of Mr. Hoamley asking me if I
cotton will absorb the perspiration.
Schumann,
No. lS*i.
couldn't learn to love him!"
Composers:
A man devoted to outdoor life and an
"Why not?" demanded Miss Per..
fcchubert, Beethoven, Handel, Mozart. ardent
fisherman says, "Burn a clean "One is never too old to learn."
No. 187.—Euigma: Longfellow, flow,
twig on a stone, and the ashes, containNell, go.
ing a large per cent of salts, will make a STIMULATION WITHOUT IRRITANo. 188.—Hidden Axioms:
very acceptable substitute for chloride
TION.
laid
a
tame
never
1. A wild gooee
of sodium or table salt". Remembor this
is the watchword. That is what
That
need
be no
when camping and there
egg.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does. Cleansmore unpalatable hard-cooked eggs if
2. Think of ease, but work oil
es and stimulates the bowels without ir3. The better the day, the better the the salt is forgotten.
ritation in any form. For sale by all
Have you ever noticed how unpleasdeed.
druggists.
antly sticky even a new pack of playing
4. Make the best of a bad bargain.
It was rush-hour in the subway. Marcards becomes at the seashore after only
a little use? If you lay the cards on a tin Luther hung wearily from a strap.
G. B. BURHANS TESTIFIES AFTER
with
talcum
powder "Here stand I," he said, "God help me,
newspaper, sprinkle
FOUR YEARS.
and thoroughly rub into the cards they I can do no otherwise."
Ο. B. Burhane of Carliale Center, become as good as new.
This also
N. T., writes: "About four year· ago 1 answers for any card game.
QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFwrote you atatlng that I had been entireFERERS.
At a season when cake sales seem to
ly cured of a severe kidney trouble by pall upon the housewife's taste, our
aud Tar affords imHoney
Foley's
taking leu than two bottles of Foley's ladies1 aid sooiety found a ready sale for mediate relief to asthma sufferers in tbe
Kidney Cure. It entirely stopped the sandwiches, lemonade and peanuts at the worst
stages and if taken in time will
brick dust sediment, and pain and baseball
grounds. There was no diffi- effect a cure. For sale by all druggists.
of
disease
disappeared. culty in finding trustworthy boys to take
kidney
aymptoms
I am glad to say that I have never had a
charge of the enterprise for a slight reCitiman—I understand that you are
return of any of those symptoms during
muneration, and the profits were good. keeping bouse in tbe country?
the four years that have elapsed and I
Lonesumme—Yes, so far I have. The
A muslin gown bad become so soiled
am evidently cured to stay cured, and
washing, and yet its deep neighbors have borrowed everything
heartily recommeud Foley's Kidney as to ofneed
delicate lace threatened to be- else.
Core to any one suffering from kidney or yoke
bladder trouble." For sale by all drug- come stretched out of shape by ironing.
HEALTH FOR YEARS.
Over the waist form, wbich the house- WAS IN POOR
gists.
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
hold dressmaker uses, was pinned a
"On my knees I begged her fora clean towel. The laundered waist was writes: "I was in poor health for two
then put on the form, the yoke being years, suffering from kidney and bladder
kiss."
"And What did ahe say?"
carefully pinned smooth. The form was trouble, and spent considerable money
"Told me to get up and be practical." then set out in the sun, and bleaching, consulting physicians without obtaining
by
drying and pressing was accomplished any marked benefit, but was cured
Ely's Cream Balm has been tried and at one and the same time.
Foley's Kidney Cure, and I desire to add
not found wanting in thousands of humes
that it may be the cause
Now that the season for wearing the my testimony
Reall over the country.
It has won a
and lavender linens of restoring the health of others."
dainty
pink,
green
place in the family medicine closet is at band, it may be a help to someone fuse substitutes. For sale by all drugamong the reliable household remedies, to know that if a little fruit
coloring, gists.
where it is kept at band for use in treatsuch as is used for coloring candies, is
Mrs. Handout—Have you no desire for
as
soon
as
some
in
the
head
cold
just
ing
added to the rinsing water when the better
member of the household begins the
things?
dresses are laundered, the colors will be
Tramp—Certain! I wish you'd take
preliminary sneezing or snuffling. It as fresh and bright as when new.
back this bash and gimme broiled
gives immediate relief and a day or two's
During each rain the water from the chicken.
treatment will pnt a stop to a cold which
the concrete
might, if not checked, become chronic poroh spont seeped through
WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION.
foundation of our house and ran into the
and run Into a bad case of catarrh.
cellar. We were told to put a few handAll nations are endeavoring to check
spout be- the ravages of consumption, the "white
Landlady—What's the matter with ful· of dry cement under the
fore the next rain and the water would plague" that claims so many victims
that pie?
Boarder—'Tain't fit for a pig, and I wash it down into the orevlces, then each year. Foley'· Honey and Tar cure·
after the cement had hardened it would coughs and oolds perfectly and you are
dn't goln' to eat it
prevent the water from seeping through. in no danger of consumption. Do not
An emergency salad of little green risk your health by taking some onDaring the summer kidney irregulariwhen Foley'· Honey
;iea are often caused by exoeaaive drlnk- onions dioed, finely shredded cabbage, known preparation
with and Tar is safe and certain in results.
ng or being overheated. Attend to the sliced cnoumbers and lettuoehearts,
is in a yellow package. For
cidneya at once by using Foley'· Kidney Frenoh dressing has often been repeated The gennlne

|

Story of
Stopped his
Soap Bubblers'
Tbe Frog. Dizziness
Ill

Emergency

the son; 3, 4, 6—a metal; 1, 4, 3—Illuminated; 5. 4, 1—nothing; 1, 2, 4, 3a common fluid. In a foreign dress.
Whole—dead, belonging to a bygone

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

big
going

are

ρ«· "*

Boy.

8PI1XKK BUD'S BKMI·
NIBCENCES OF GBOVEB CLEVELAND.

OK*

No. 190j—Arithmograph.
A word of five letters: 3, 2, 4, 1—an
extremity; 3, 2, 5—to change color In

Mouldings sjL

&

dis-

a

No. 189.—Word 8quar«.
2. Division of land.
L Food.
Slender. 4. A plant

Mats, Mirrors

We have just received a carload of 12 I. H. C. Manure
In buying a full

Spreaders.

The Ρuzzler

and Pictures,

Saved the

ηομηϊαεβκγ column.

NOTICE
The sulis«.rli)cr Ιι« η
ttoe that be I
been duly appointe·!
:mlntstrator of
estate of
MAItV W. HALL, late of Dllfl» H,
η the County of <»\for
m
·.
tiondsa* the law lire· t
|.ι.τ···ηîemands against the estate
leslre»! to present the HUM for lett
ill Indebted thereto are rcjii -t<
■nent Immediately.
June IOtli, 1:*W.
LEBOY B. HALL.

valley?"

NOTICE.
■('.·
The subscrllicr hereby »r1 % ··»*
has l>een duly appointe ! administratrix
estate of
f II.
ΚItANK Ρ\CKABD, lit·
In the County of Oxford, de· μ- !,
bonds as the Uw dlmeta. All pet
demanda against the estate of *aii »lecea«
desired to present the same for ett'·
ail Indebted thereto are request! :
payment Immediate!/.
LYDIA K. l'Ai Κ Mi
June 16th, 1908.

Good

advertliiliiK

DiKurl which

I·

tbe

ρ till» trade.

phmI
You may have Just
values ns the other fellow, but
If he tells the public about his
ability to do better for them than
any one else and you do not he
as

will get the trade.

Tell people why it Is to their
advantage to trade with you.
Tell them convincingly and
keep telling them.

—Chicago Dry Goods Reporter.
drmvlnjt power of nn
ad. I· tinniicd by It* «·1ι·«·ιι1ιιIf you nrant to reaoli
(Ion.
the people. u»i· tlil* paper.

The

QLUI "SKAI' BEiZlil» TUX. FAT OLD

Ci!

IE.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

The chief croaked :i hoarse croak am
pointed out across the village.
"We keep tin· water for ourselves"
he paid.
And it was true, for there was ;
dam. and behind It was a line |«>n<i «>
water.

"So you have kept file water hack:
Glooskap roared, and he seized the fa
old chief aud shook him and shook hi:;
till his eyes bulged out more than evei
and his skin lay In great wrinkles on

his back.
Then he threw him Into the pond
And there he Is to this day. bellowing
at the top ·>Γ ills voice:
"1 want to get out!"
"I want to get out!"
"1 want to get out!"
And the people of the village they
too. were changed Into frogs, and <ίΙοο
ska ρ drove them one by one down into

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and ail modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
A

new

Lot

Ti e best of
of Plumbing Goods.
Oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and pee this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
Xj. M. Longloy,
Maine.
Vorway,
PARKER'S
BALSAM

the water.
And there they are to this day, bel
lowing with their chief:
•'We want to get oui!"
"We want to get out. get out. get
out!"
"That Is a good story," said Skal-lal-

HAIR

Clean»*» and bttutiflei the hair.
Γγ.ι.1. tc· a luturiv x growth.
Never Fail to Itcstore Ο ray
Hair to it:« Yout&ful Color.
.«'· A. '"i'r
Cure· k*a.p <î
at 1):. ".ill
6> <\ ar.«' J1

LOST

a-toots.

A red
name

Irish

of Rona.

NOTICE.
·.
Tho subscrllter hereliy givehas l>een duly appointed eiccut ■■ .»f
will and testament of
I·
CI.AKA <>. K"STl· It, lut·
\
In the County of OxfopI, dccca-i
havlug demand against the c-tatc
ceased are desired to present th··
ment, and all Indebted thereto ar·
make payment Immediately.
Ll'CIAN W h'.-lM:
JunelCth, 1008.

-i

■

»

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glv»>s
has been duly appointed exe< ut
lart will and testament of
II.
MAUY ANN WABBKS, late
In tlie (,'oiinty of Oxford, dta im
bonds ae the law directs. All |·demands against the estate of said :·
desired to present the same for ett
all Indebted thereto arc requested tor
ment Immediately.
June bith. IBM.
JAMBS A PLAN
JAMES S. WBIIill'l.
ALTON C. WIIEKI.EK,
ΛΙΜΙΙ t..

The sub*crll>er hereby gives notice t .· ·,(■
i«t
has been i!uly appointed executrix oft
will and testament of
.ΙΟΙΙΝ G. Clt\WKo|{|>, late of l*:tr!·.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. A'i|·.··
having demands agalnrt Hit (Mit "t
:·
ceased arc desired to «resent the fame or
awt, and ill ladrttw thereto w req
make pavmcnt Immediately.
.June lOth, 190$.
JOSIΚ I!. ( KAW'K< lil»
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notl
has been <lilly appointed administrator
the will annexed of the estate of
KI'.Mf Κ M. TIIOKNK, ..therw'
KUNICB M. CASWELL, late of I'
In the County of Oxford, deeea-ed, ai
All jiorsonbond* as the" law directs.
• lemands
against the estate of sil l ·I,
desired to present the Mme for -ettl· ι.
all lnili;btc>l thereto arc reijucued to in;.»

Immediately.
.June UJth, l'*S

ment

·.'
w

ι>

JAMES S. WKK.IIT

SOTICK.
The subscriber hereby given notice t'.
has been <luly appointe·! admlriMratrU
estate of
IIKICItKItT W. Il IL LI Ε It, late of l'a
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an.ι
bonds as the law directs. All |>er>ons
I
demands against the estate of hal l «Ι»
t,
are desired to present the same for sett)·
Md 111 Indebted thereto arc requested
payment Immediately
June 16th, 1908.
CAKRIK A. I1ILL1KI:
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notlcp thai
has been duly appointât administratrix f
estate of

·'

t

tiUEENVILLK WIIITM \N,
late of Greenwood,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, aid
bond·M thé 'aw iltreets. Allpenoi I
demands against the estate of sal :
tt
are desired to present the saine for
-<

and all Indebted thereto

are

Immediately.
setter, answers to payment
ELIZA
June 16th, 1908.
Collar marked "L.

The Ticket That Came Back.
Bennett." Inform
A prominent railway man tells of n
FRANK BENNETT,
railway ticket that took a sudden Jour
It appears
noy on its own account.
Paris, Maine.
that as a northbound train on the Colorado and Southern road passed one of
xotick.
the stations a passenger in a forward
The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie ha*
been iiuiy appointed executor of the ia-t will
car raised a window, aud in an Inan ! testament of
stant Ills ticket was blown from his
LUSANNA W. IIUBBARI), late of lllraui,
In
the County of Oxford, deceased, anil given
hands. The passenger naturally gave
All persons hiving
bonds a·· tlit* law directs.
It up for lost and was much surprised demands against the estate of *ald decease I are
when the baggagemaster handed it to desire*! to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto arc Rquetttd to make payhim a little while later.
It appears ment lnune<llately.
JOHN Β. ΓΙΚΚ.
June l'ith, IW>.
that when the ticket Hew through the
window a southbound train was pass
NOTICE.
Ing. The suction of that train, which
The siibscrlltcr hereby gives notice that he
was moving at a rapid rate, drew the ha* been
iluly ap|>olulc I executor of the latl
ticket along with it. and as It passed will ami testament of
S Y I. VAXIΛ Γ Κ It 11 A.M. late of Woodstock,
the rear end of the northbound train it In the
County of Oxfor«l, deceased. All person
blew into the door of the smoking car. having demande against the estate of said dceeasea are desired to present the same for settleThere it was found by the bnggagement, am! all indebted thereto are re<|ueeted u>
make payment Immediately.
master.—Minneapolis Journal.
KOSELLO C. DAVIS.
June leth, MS.

requested
A.

&·

»<■

WHITMAN

notice.

The subscriber hereby gives notl·.
.-c
has i>een «luly appointe·! executor of u.
will an<l testament of
J< >11Ν Γ. Ill r E. late of Noi
In the County of Oxfonl, decca····.!, ar
All |ier»otibonds as the law direct*.
deman.l ι against the estate of
are «leslre·! to present the same for «ettlt
ment, and all Indebted thereto are re·;
make piyment Immediately.
ElAiEN Κ 1. >ΜΓΠΙ
June I' ill, 1808.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notl·· ti
has deen duly ap|>otntc<l executor <■: t:
will and testament of
JOHN YORK, late of Water'·
la the County or Oxford, den w
All person·
bonds as the'law directs.
den inde a^ulcst the elate of -ni
desired to present the fame for sett··
all Indebted thereto cm reqaeeted to

>

...

ment

Immediately.
16th, 1908.

June

El'GKNK 1

«ΜΙΠΙ.

NOTICE.
t
The sultpcrllfcr hereby gives τ ·Ί!
ha« been duly appointed executor f t1
will and testament of
1
CHAULES W Γ \ KTKIDUE, .at· ■■' v
In the County of Oxfoi I, deoeex
bonds m the law directs. All
demande against the estate of sai l ι·
desired to present the same for aettli
all Indebted thereto arc nqveate I to
ment Immediately.
Juno 18th, 1908. JAMES J.. IMKTItlDOl

!l

NOTICE.
The Purgult of PUature.
The subscriber hereby give* uotlre that she
We sinllo at the ignorance of the sav- has !>ecn duly appointed executilx of the
last will and testament of
age who cuts down the tree In order to
DE.\N H. WILEY, late of Lovell,
reach Its fruits. Hut the fact Is that a In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons bavin# demands a^ainat the cstato of said
blunder of this description Is made by deceased
aie desired to present the same for set
every person who is overeager and tlement, ami al, Indebted thereto are requested
make psvirect Immediately.
to
of
lung·
pleasure.
impatient In the pursuit
ELIZABETH WILEY. ; stops the cou^h and heals
June2. d 19M
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We oudht to charge more than we S
But

we
·*.«;·

don't.
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And Millions of
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Good Things made from

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR
Wa shburn Crosby Co.
FOR

<ALE

BY YOUR GROCER

THF VERY

HfGHESTQUALITY

